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He left It in the best financial condl
Hon. He found the system of bookKeeping employed obsolete and ineffl
clent. lla Introduced new and up to
aate
a word

SPECIAL EXHIBIT

CAPU
to th
standard of the best penal establish
miiii WEEK
ments. As a public officer he has left
a mark worthy of emulation and set
New Depaiture in the Work
precedent to guide his successors.
Therefore, be it resolved. That th
of the New Mexico
board of penitentiary commissioners
feels with the slncerest regret the
Museum
death of James Wallace Raynolds.
whose untimely decease is a personal
loss to the members of this body and TO BE
NOAY
to the Territory an official
bereave
ment. That we offer to Mrs. Ravnobis, her children and to the par- - The Public Is Invited
to Gain a
em ana relatives our heartfelt symGlimpse of Prehistoric
paunes.
Culture.
Ana be it further resolved. That
these resolutions be entered on the
records of the board and that an en
There will be on exhibition, at the
grossed copy of same be sent to the rooms
of the Museum of American
family of the deceased.
Archaeology, during the next week
wasnington, D. C, May 10. A star
service has been established between only, a small but rare .collection o
Vaughn to Roswell, 110 miles
and ornaments and idols of Jadeite made
back, James W. Stockard of Roswell Dy the ancient peoples of Old Mexico.
The collection will be on exhibition
having been awarded the contract.
Washington, May 10. The following lu the Puye room, and all who are in
postmasters have been commissioned, terested in seeing these works of the
Edward Corbett, Flora Vista, N. M.; prehistoric lapidaries of America, are
Invited to see them during the usual
nugene H. Duffy, Beividere, N. M,

rri:

Wants to
Chicago
and the obtaining of that amount of
Discussed at Board of
Washington to Attend
on Defaulted Interest
money In Denver on the same Is tho
sensation of the week throughout Ta,os
Committee Meeting
Expired
Trade Meeting
Coupons
valley.
A clever piece of forgery was unFEDERAL BU1LDINBAT ROSWELL earthed here last Mondny, and It re- TUFT WANTS TARIFF REVISION "NIGGER IN
WJIOOQ PILE' WATER APPLICATIONS REFUSED
mained for A, Clarence Probert, cashier of 'the State Savings bank to disStatehood Bill Will Be Order of cover the perpetration of the double Senator Beveridge and Insur- Says Postmaster Burke About
Irrigation District to Be Organ
crime of forgery and the obtaining of
Business in Senate
of Opposition to
gent Back Him in New
ized by Farmers Around
Story
under
false
money
a
when
pretenses,
Next Week.
Demand.
Route.
Logan.
forged certified check reached that
bank on May 2. Some sharp crooks
to
New
The
Mexican,
Special
obtained a blank printed check of the Special to the New Mexican. ,
The matter of the establishment of
Suit was brought today In the dis
Washington, May 11. I u a confer- automobile mall route between Santa trict court for Santa Fe
Washington, D. C, May 9. Voting State Savings bank evidently because
county by
ence
an
was
amendment
report
adopt- Fe and Taos came up before the Board George H.
in the Senate on amendments to the Taos Is not located on a railroad, and
Taylor of Chicago, against
railroad bill will occur daily and the used It successfully In Denver, Colo. ed to transfer the Geological Survey of Trade last nlghll and Secretary the board of county commissioners of
final vote will be on Thursday or Fri- The check was cashed by the Denver to the new Bureau of Mines. No offi Owen explained briefly the result of Santa Fe
county, for $2,400 defaulted
cer of the Bureau of Mines has auefforts along this same line during the interest coupons and $313.92 interest
day, or at the latest on next Monday. Young Men's Christian Association,
of
or
thority
Inspection
supervision
The statehood bill will then be taken being made out payable to bearer and
and stated that he believed on these, on refunding bonds issued In
of mines or metallurgical plant In any past year,
up lniniedialely and be placed before signed by J. E. Smith, and endorsed state. ...
the postofllce department had come to 1885 to take up warrants owed by
the Senate as unfinished business un-ti- by J. E. Smith, Jr., for
to establish the the county.
215. The
the conclusion
In committee of the whole of the
'
route. He voluntarily offered to go
forger was a slick one. He presented
passed.
Water Applications Refused,
house
on
the
of
state
tho
the
union,
the
check
In
out with any committee and secure
Denver, April 23, thus bill
John J. Jenkins of Wisconsin, for
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. S
to quiet title to the Refugio ColoIf
was
there
him
nine
whatever data
necessary,
days start before the
fourteen years chairman of the Judi- giving
livan today refused to grant the three
ny Grant in Dona Ana county, will be was
any possibility of results being applications for waters on the Rio
ciary committee of the House, was check reached the final point of Inden- - the next hill to be called.
Musuem hours.
f
"
tincation
Taos.
at
secured.
today appointed United States Judge
Lucero, Taos county, of the Taos Val
Tomorrow the Senate committee on
As Is generally know,
MISS
ALEXIA
DURANT
for Porto Rico, vice B. S. Rodey of
The forger had numbered It "80"
jade has
Postmaster Edward C. Burke was ley Land Company, Malaquias Marti
judiciary will meet to consider the
BECOMES A BRIDE. been to primitive people, probably the
Ner Mexico, whose time has expired. with a numbering machine, and had Xcw Mexico judgeships.
then called upon to explain the atti nez and H. F. Robinson for the Pueb
most prized of all rare stones. BeIt is understood that Judge Rodey will had a rubber stamp made, bearing Its
Hon. 'IDiomus B. Catron, Judge Ed- tude of the postofllce department with lo Indians, upon the ground, that a
he offered a place on the supreme certification, which, however, Is un- ward A. Mann and Colonel E, W, Dob- - respect to the establishment of the though there is surplus water avail Married at Las Vegas Last Evening cause of its excessive hardness, and
the great difficulty of
to H. G. Vaughan of Kentucky
bench of New Mexico, but It Is believ- like the one used by the State Savings son are here in the fight over the con- route. Mr. Burke said:
sculpturing it.
able, yet, a recent court decree dl
it was long thought that
Well Known In Santa Fe.
only the
ed will decline, as his ambition is said bank. Attached to the certificate was firmation of Judge John R. McFle and
"Mr. Chnlrman and Gentlemen of trlbuted all the waters of the Lucero
Chinese lapidaries were capable of
to be one of the first two United a forged signature of Henry Gonzales" li. C. Abbott and the filling of the va the Board of Trade:
Immediately up- and the engineer threfore declines to
it
"As the culmination of a mountain working Jade, and that wherever
States senators from New Mexico, or name as assistant cashier of the bank, cancy caused by the resignation of on
assuming the duties of postmaster take jurisdiction.
'omance there occurred in Las Vegas was found In the form of carved ornaat least one of the first two represen- and the criminal had also used a
Judge A. V. Cooley, Colonel Dobsou I made an examination of the files of
Will Organize Irrigation District.
ments
idols
or
it was Indication of
last
the wedding of Miss Columtatives from the new state.
bearing the words, "Not being mentioned promluently for the the office to learn what preliminaries
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has re bia night
Hughes, writer, accomplished mu Chinese Influence. It Is now known,
The sundry civil appropriation bill over two hundred and fifty dollars." place.
had been gone through with towards turned from a stream measuring tri sician
that
however,
and western ranch woman, and
many forms of Jadeite
carries 25,0uO for a federal building The protectograph die was the same Foundation for Scientific Tariff Re- the establishment of the Santa Fe- - to the Canadian In northeastern New
H. G. Vaughan, formerly a resident are native to the American continent,
face as that used by the savings bank
vision.
at Roswell, Chaves county.
Taos automobile mail route. I could Mexico. He expects to Install an au of uhe historic
and
was
that
it
of
state
President Taft will probably cause
skillfully carved by
Kentucky. Miss
except that it cut deeper Into the pa
learn nothing definite from the files tomatic gauge on that stream
The department of the Interior says
the Mayas, Zapotecs, Aztecs and other
per. Aside from the fact that "J. E. a new party complication in his ef- und I then communicated with the Logan. The homesteaders of that sec Hughes, under the nom de plume of
that there is nothing in the persist- Smith"
ancient
Alexia
American
has
extensiveto
written
fort
Durant,
obtain
an appropriation of first
peoples.
never had any account with
assistant postmaster general ask- tion are about to organize an Irriga ly. Her stories are full of human inent report that Chief Engineer A. P.
The small collection on exhibition
the State Savings bank, the forgery, $250,000 to enable the new tariff board
that the matter be taken up and tion district, the first under the ter terest and passionate love.
Davis of the reclamation service will
ing
at the Museum rooms comes from
to
ascertain
the
difference
cost
In
of
a clever one, was not smooth
be succeeded by Chief Engineer L. C. though
explaining fully the great benefits to ritorial law, and will issue bondi
OTPt-nnH
"For several years she has been re southern Mexico, the idols being from
nJ
enough to get by Cashier Probert's tirOdllctinn
be derlved theretrom not on'y b the which will mortgage their land hold
Hill, but credence is given the rumor. watchful
I
the
foundation
lay
for
another
siding on a ranch on the upper Pecos. the state of Oaxaca, in which the Jada
tariff
eye.
to
order
build
an
in
route
this
ings,
and
Irrigation
through
Census Bureau Clears Decks for Ac
Jiiss Hughes, coming from the effete found Is usually of rather an infer- The check was cashed by the Y. M. revision on accurate and scientific In people along
this valley, but also the people of system on the Canadian that will re east, quickly
tion.
C. A., "J. B. Perkins, treasurer,"
adapted herself to the ior quality. The ornaments are from
and formation. It was said today that the
claim
from
acres,
to
50,000
100,000
And
addition
in
thereto
Santa
Fe.
manners of the west. She learned to tombs near the ancient Aztec temple
Washington, May 9. Like a vast turned In to the United States Na- President would have the opposition the
save
would
District
of
Court
be
at
Taos.
an
postofllce
department
Representative Paine, Dnlzell, Ford-ne- y
expert horsewoman and a crack of Tepoztlan, In the state of Morelas,
warship, the census bureau here "has tional bank of Denver, and sent from
and other high protectionists In several tnousnnds of dollars each year
Word comes from Taos that district rifle and revolver shot. Showing re- from which place many specimens of
cleared Its decks for action." In ad- there to the First National bank of Alas well.
I understand that some of court will be in session
probably until markable business ability she man- the finest quality of jade have come.
dition to the main building of the bu buquerque for collection to the First the House. The plan is that advoca
ted by Senator Beveridge.
the postmasters along the proposed May 20 or 21.
aged the affairs of her ranch success- The precision with which the small
reau, two others have been leased, giv National bank of Raton, and thence
The insurgents are backing uo the routes are opposed to the change.
Miss Hughes was born in Illi- ornaments have been
fully.
sculptured, with,
District
Office,
Clerk's
ing a total floor space of 150,000 forwarded to the State Savings bank President
Equipping
nois.
In his demand for the
She received her musical edu- out any aid of any lapidary tools
appro Why? Is It reasonable to suppose that
Brothers Company have
square feet which is enough to accom of Taos for credit.
Sellgman
cation in Boston and Paris.
establishthe
would
and
of
revl.
known
another
oppose
priation
anyone
to
promise
is
us,
remarkable.
It will be
The detection of the forgery by Mr.
been given the contract to equip the
modate the permanent census clerks
sion, which they assert contains the ment of a dally service, whereas they
"Vaughan came to New Mexico from found of interest to compare these
Probert will probably lead to some
district clerk's office in the new court
and the 3,000 temporary employes,
brightest elements of
ihope In the are now furnished with a
house with steel files, filing cases and Kentucky several months ago. His finer Jade specimens with the two
The enumerators' schedules bave be quick and successful detective work
service? There's a nigor
coming congressional campaign.
other equipment, and the work will horsemanship, quick wit and genuine Chinese Jades, which have been kindly
gun to arrive. But it will be several on the part of the American Bankers'
wood-pile!
The people do
Delegate Cameron of Arizona has ger in the
manliness won the heart of the au loaned for the purpose of this exhibit
be rushed to completion.
weeks before official announcement Is Association, and the county authori- introduced a bill
in the House author not oppose the chango! There are
thoress and musician. Friendship rip by James L. Sellgman, and which are
made of the total population of any ties have also been notified and are izing and
Educational
Concluded.
Trip
the
ened into love. Today they came In placed, for the purpose of
directing
secertary of other reasons which are obvious. Now,
comparison,
city in the country. The population wording on the case.
Superintendent of Public Instruction together from Cowles, where Vaughan side
the treasury to pay the sum of $5,000 if you gentlemen tako ibis matter up
by side with the Mtxicau jades.
The loss, of course, falls on the to W.
of the cities will be the first tabulated
E. Clark has returned home resides. This
James
P.
Daiton
for
afternoon they procured
It Is the purpose of the Museum to
injuries sustained and secure the data which the governafter which the states and minor civil Young Men's Christian Association of at Laguna Dam,
Ariz., on November ment has asked for and a report is from an educational trip during which a license at the court house and the have on exhibition, from now on, a
Denver, the probabilities being that 1C,
divisions will be completed.
1908, while In the employ of the sent in which fully covers the sub in company with Prof. W. R. Patten wedding will occur this evening."
special exhibit each week of some colWork will be carried on night as the swindler has used the cloak of re United States
towns Las Vegas Optic.
reclamation service.
ject and which I will be glad to pre gill, most of the more Important
lection of exceptional Interest,
well as day. Three hundred punching ligion to Ingratltate himself Into the
of tho territory were visited. Profes
I
confident
four
In
feel
that
The
Is
pare,
bride
EDGAR L. HEWETT,
weil
In
known
Santa
machines
and electri good graces of that useful and estim MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
sor Pattenglll is now on a similar Fe
months' time the Santa
where she Is a frequent visitor.
dally
Director.
able organization.
cal, will be operated.
In
at
Arizona, speaking tonight
ON "MOTHER'S DAY." automobile mall service will be a trip
Legrand Powers, chief statistician
Senator Penrose, chairman Tucson. He will return to devliver
reality.
INTERESTING
DISCOVERY
of the census division of agriculture
the commencement address at the
Mr. Sellgman Calls Attention to Gov of the
s
comAT OLD PALACE.
postofllce and
does not expect to publish any Infor GILA FOREST
New Mexico Colloge of Agriculture TRAVELED
FAR
ernor's Proclamation and Asks
Anwith
mittee,
together
Delegate
mation regarding the farm census of
on
Park
at
Mechanic
Mesllla
Arts
and
Day Be Observed.
drews will see that the people of Santa
Fragmenta of Portal Found Burled In
1909, until September 15.
Fe and surrounding territory are given May 19.
the North Wall of the Historic
Special Message on Sugar Frauds.
To the People of Santa Fe:
Incorporation.
ever consideration and will assist any
AND
Building.
Washington, D. C, May 9. Presifiled to
were
In many parts of the country the
papers
Incorporation
J. L. Nusbaum, who is makinir the
proposition you may make which will
dent Taft today sent a special mesbeautiful custom prevails of publicly tend towards the betterment of postal Vv by the Cimarron Water CompanyJ
alterations in the Old Palace, necessage to the House of Representatives
of Cimarron, Colfax county, capitaliz
observing a Sunday in May of each conditions in New Mexico."
sary to the construction of the Rito do
to tell why he considers cong"ession-a- l
Year-W- ill
Educators
Cover
at
600
ed
Next
divided
Into
$00,000,
Take
shares,
Twenty.
ns
on
"Mother's
year
Change
Day," a day
Mr. Davies moved that a commit
los Frijoles room, the next to be openInvestigation of the bust frauds In
business
but
with
$2,000
which we may all unite In paying tee be
beginning
Two Hundred Miles in
ed In the Musuem of New Mexico, has
appointed with authority to ex The
228,156 Acres Out of
the customs service Inexpedient. It
are:
directors
and
honor and loving tribute to our moth
incorporators
uncovered an exceedingly interesting
pend whatever sum might be necesIs, he said, "because a concessional
Reserve
George H. Webster, Jr., of Cimarron
ers.
Eighteen Counties.
sary towards the securing of the data
fragment of an old portal a column
Investigation at this time would em-The governor of this territory has requested, and If necessary asked that 10 shares; Elmer E. Studley, of Raton
and capital burled In the north wall
barrnss the executive department In
issued a proclamation calling upon one or two persons be selected to 9 shares, and William C. Hoffman, of
of the building. This
the continuance and completion of the TUFT ISSUES
portal originally
DRESSED
PB0CLA1TION the people to observe Sunday, May the make a canvass of the
Cimarron, 1 share.
14,000 PEOPLE faced on
the court behind the Palace.
proposed
investigation of appraisers and oiher
Insurance Company Coming In.
firteen as "Mother's Day" in New Mex- route,
but at some later time, a wall
securing subscriptions to boxes.
The
officers In the customs Bervlce."
(the
ico. It is personally
Application for admission paperas well as etc. Motion was duly seconded and
present north wall of the building)
danger of granting Immunity to any of- Restoration to Public Domain to officially an honor and
was made today to Superintendent of Another Candidate Looms
to es- carried
privilege
Up
was built enclosing it, and making of
unanimously.
fenders through congressional investiInsurance Jncobo Chaves by the
Go Into Effect March
pecially direct the attention of the
r or the Vacant Supreme
The chair appointed Frank Owen
It the back or northern tier of rooms.
gation, the president pointed out, Is
people of Santa Fe to the governor's and El. P. Davies a committee to act, Southwestern Surety and Insurance
Mr. Nusbaum's discovery Is of the
1,1911.
still very grave.
Judgeship.
Company of Denison, Texas.
proclamation which has been publish- and report as soon as possible.
utmost importance, as it probably
Cemetery and Park for Demlng,
Board of Pharmacy Meets,
ed and circulated and ask that the day
settles
for all times the much disput
Special to the New Mexican.
Tlhe territorial board of pharmacy
President be
The two announced candidates for
Washington, May 11.
generally observed in this city.
FINE GROWING WEATHER
ed question as to what the original
Washington, D. C, May 10. Dele Taft lias issued a proclamation rearand
at
will
met
Las
the
vacant
the
Vegas
left
yesterday
Judgeship
No element In national or domestic
by
resig
IN LUNA COUNTY.
gate Andrews introduced a bill pro- ranging the boundary lines of the Gila
meet at Raton today and tomorrow, nation of Judge Alford W. Cooley are portal, fronting on the plaza, really
life is more important than the moth
M
,
vidlng uhat the legislature of New forest reserve In New Mexico. In ac ers
At Las District Attorney E. R. Wright of San looked like In the Spanish period of
on
at
and
Tucumcarl
Friday.
of our country for home virtues Dr. P. K. Connaway Puts Hundred
Mexico be authorized to sell to the cordance with a
Vegas the following applicants were
joint agreement re and teachings are the safeguards of
Rosa, and former District Attorney
Acres Into Beans Will Irrigate
Some have thought the
village of Demlng, section 36, town- cently reached by the department of
examined for certificate: Fred J. Gey-er- , Jeremiah Leahy of Raton.
portal was
our
With Gasoline Pump,
dally life and government.
ship 23, south, range 9 west, for cem- the Interior and agriculture, the re
composed of rounded arches, like those
Las Vegas; Henry Swain, Wagon
Educational
Trip.
To
in
and
the
show
interest
day
seen In the California Missions. These,
etery use and park purposes.
serve will be stripped of 228,156 acres
Mound; S. P. Redman, J. L. Grant,
Superintendent of Public Instruction
President Taft yesterday sent to which will be restored to the publio its purposes, the wearing of a white
Demlng, N. M., May 11. The farm- and W. L. Powell, Albuquerque; and
E. Clark and Professor W. R. Pat- however, date from a period at least
reIs
or
ers
colors
of
are
over
carnation
the
national
Luna
Jubilant
county
the senate the nomination of Lucy P. domain on March 1, 1911. The proc
C. E. J. Crawford, Las Vegas.
tonglll of Michigan, In their recent one hundred and fifty years later than
the Hue growing weather of the last
Waring for the position of postmis- lamation also provides for the addi commended.
ducatlonnl trip visited eighteen coun the building of the Old Palace, and
Penitentiary Commissioners.
. ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Tho days have been still
two
weeks.
tress at Aztec, San Juan county, N, M. tion to the reserve
commis
The board of penitentiary
of 21,331 acres.
ties, traveled 2,200 miles, made ad- would hardly seem to have been used
and crops of all kinds are
and
warm,
Mayor.
Special to the New Mexican.
sioners met yesterday with all the dresses In twenty places and at eighty- here In Santa Fe. The discovery of
Withdrawal of New Mexico Lands.
By TOMAS DELOADO, Clerk.
doing well. Thirty acres of spuds on members present as follows: J. H. two
Washington, Mny 6. Two senate
Washington, May 11. A temporary
meetings, spoke to 9,500 adults, nn old column and capital, the remains
the Skull place are showing up splen
Joint resolutions disapproving the acts withdrawal from the public domain
Charles F. Ensley. 4,500 pupils and 350 teachers.
of a former portal on the back of the
A year ago today they com Vaughn, president;
didly.
of the New Mexico legislature chang- from all forms of disposal of 419,901 WOOL MARKET CONTINUES
VeD.
T.
Hosklns
Las
of
secretary;
Not Required.
License
building, embedded in the north wall,
Fishing
this
on
DULL AND HEAVY. menced planting Irish potatoes
ing the county seat and county lines acres in New Mexico was made by
gas; Jose Ortiz y Pino of Gallsteo; J.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. probably settlers the type of column
of Sierra, was signed by Spenker Secretary Bulllngor In aid of proposed
Boston, May 10. Interest In Oro-go- n place as an experiment. They plant- Smith Lea of Roswell, and Cleofes
and
Gable desires to correct an erroneous
capital which will be used in the
Cannon and Vice President Sherman legislation nffectlng the use and dis
staple holds the attention of the ed fifty acres last year and the crop Romero,
Routine
superintendent.
that seems to have spread reconstruction of the portal fronting
today and delivered to the White position of petroleum deposits on the local wool market. Others lines con- proved so remunerative that they have business was transacted and a thor- impression
on
the
plaza.
among the nntive people that they
tinue dull and weak. Some heavy doubled the acreage this year. PotaHouse.
public domain. The withdrawal was
ough inspection made of the Institu- must take out a license In order to
based upon field Investigations just sales of Oregon at 03 cents scoured toes on thB place will be mature tion, which was found to be In excel- fish. The law
APACHES
BREAK OUT AS
nro reported and it is estimated that enough for marketing by July 1.
only provides for li
KILLING REPORTED
lent condition. The advertisement
completed.
IN THE OLD DAYS.
censes to
two and a half million pounds are
fishermen. Reshis
has
P.
K.
Dr,
Connnway
big
FROM LAS CRUCES.
bids
for
for
next
the
for
six
Pending examination and classifica
supplies
6.
Globe, Ariz.,
Drunken
May
idents of New Mexico are not required
intion the secretary has withdrawn now in tfhe market awaiting buyers. fifty horse power gasoline engine
months were authorized and the con- to
Apaches attacked the ranch of Daniel
take out a license.
Shooting Occurred at the Hillside from coal ontry 179,501 acres of land Several lines of unwashed Ohio De- - stalled, and Is preparing one hundred tracts will be awarded at tho next
Maben, four miles east of Globe last
Ranch Near Dona Ana One
In Utah, which, it is believed, contain lalne nt 26 cents and quarter blood at acres of land to be put In beans. The meeting on June 3.
The petitions for
night in the quest of Maben, who kill
29 cents are moving, while occaslon- - cnpnclty of his pumping plant is two
EARTHQUAKE
SHAKES
Man Slain,
vuluable deposits of coal.
parole were examined and all passed
INLAND OF HAYTI. ed an Apache severnl months ago.
In aid of proposed legislation of- nl transactions in clothing territory at thousand gallons of water per minute. or denied with one exception.
Maben Is now In an asylum and only
Tho lime house on the site of the
Tho following resolutions
Says the Las Cruces Citizen of Sat- fcctlns the disposal of water power I,22 'l1 " srease are reported. Shear
relating
Santo Domingo Reports Shock But No his wife and sixteen year old daughter
urday:
sites on tfhe public domain, Mr. Bill- lug is well under way throughout I he new court (house burned down late to James Wallace Rnynolds, deceased,
were
to
at the ranch. Eugene Barrows, a
Loss
Life or Property
The loss was Into superintendent of the New Mexiwest, but there are no eastern buy- yesterday afternoon.
"A shooting affair that has caused
linger niso nas temporarily withdrawn ers in the middle west.
Occurred.
rescued them after a bad
prospector,
wool small mid the cause of the tire
Pulled
a great stir here, occurred this fore- from n!l forms of
co
were
penitentiary,
unanimously
disposition 3,223
'
night, using nn empty revolver as a
noon at the Hillsdale ranch in Dona acres of land along the Missouri Is dull and tho demand for the foreign
adopted:
Santo Domingo, May 11. A severe club. Barrows fought his way through
The board of directors of tho chamAna.
It seems that a little trouble river, Montuna, and 1,317 acres along product is limited
Whereas on March 10th, 1910. near
ber of commerce had Its regular meet- Tucumcarl, N. M while en route to earthquake was felt here at 3 o'clock the Indians, who numbered half a
htul been brewing botween tnem for the Tuolumne
river, California.
BISHOP QUAYLE IS
ing In tho ofllre of the secretary today Excelsior Springs, Missouri, for recu this morning. No loss of life nor dam dozen and with the women succeeded
some time, was renewed last night
COMING TO NEW MEXICO. at 12:30.
Nothing but routine busi- peration, irest and recreation, James age to property occurred but reports in reaching tho Sixty-siranch, halt
and kept up until this morning wlhen FOUR THOUSAND ACRES
from Uio Interior have not been re a mllo away. One of the Indians at
It ended with the slaying of Slpley
Chicago, 111., May 11. Tho board ness was transacted.
Wnllaoe Rnynolds, lute superintendent
UNDER CULTIVATION.
ceived.
tacked Barrows with a knife, nnd Barand the serious wounding of Lopez
of the New Mexico penitentiary, died.
Fort Sumner, N. M., May 11. It is of bishops of the Metodlst Episcopal
rows broke the revolver on his head.
Fleeing In Alarm.
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ana
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t
can
be
of ducted has apparently diverted Ameri- usual museum hours will be observed
made a city beautiful. All
gas
ing permitted to go to ruin.
mental to city life.
have been followed Judge McFie, In which by jeasot
At present, the good roads commis It takes Is more civic pride on tho small percentage
' These services are the life blood of
can capital from shipping to business- As the exhibits will be given In the
.
on sutncicnuy hub. ms posmuu
construction
by
,
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no othei reasor than
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faith.
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One of the crying needs of Las scale to demonstrate good
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ed. Only ten per cent of our imports that unique apartment a Mecca for
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fair
with
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now is a city forester whose territorial engineer therefore,
laws to wh ich and a much smaller proportion of our every visitor who happens to be in
not
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Are
water
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board
the
oversea trade come in American bot- the city on Mondays.
a largo sense, the industrial life of which should bo viewed by every tax duty It would be to Bee that the trees nlloners
is amenable, U h s
and after consulting with Judge McFie
to
s
payer of this vicinity. In the first are trimmed. Not many years ago
the community.
of any IllepUcti? Must th char toms. But given the opportunity
an
opinty
Mills
and
securing
It is to be hoped that the present
go to sea, the boys are falTly ready
"The German cities very generally place the road from Santa Fe to Albu every branch on a tree in this city Governor
assassination go unreseated
acter
to
his
as
but
that ion from the attorney general
to go. The navy has less trouble than board of education will not let the vaown these undertakings
and make querque Is an important commercial was considered valuable,
ever.
a
established
haB
to
do
bo,
artery; it passes through many vil- time Is past, and wo now have plenty authority
the army in finding recrultB.
them serve the people.
cation pass without giving the Fourth
acUhe
too many rule that bond must lu the future
"German architects saw the obvious. lages and is much used. It Is also a of trees and altogemer
is rather remarkable that
"Nevertheless, the collapse of the Ward its long promised modern school
It
approwater
for
obwhich
in
tourist
branches
for
road
company applications
it winds through pic- branches, low
American merchant marine is a great building. It would be a splendid Idea
moment the schools open in fall
They saw that the city would grow
conchildren misfortune. No great nation is satis-fle- to equip this new
es It had in the past. Bo they en- turesque Indian pueblos, past a prehis- scure the street lights at night and priation made ostensibly for the
Santa Fe, disease among
building for manual
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power
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Bidewalks
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make
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soon
struction
Irrigation
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and that
to have its foreign trade almost training and with a school garden.
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fear
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imaginary
a
suburban land. The present area of
jects.
close in spring,
Ground for it should be purchased at
wholly In foreign hands; and it Is
work after the schools
Dusseldorf, with Its 300,000 people, Is many panoramas of picturesque scen- waymen hiding In the shadows. If the Impede bona fide development mere ease diminishes. This is tlhe condi- sad loss to any country when so Inde- once. Lots that a year ago might have
trimmed tho and yet, large enough to prevent
hut:
jroperly
every
Fe
29,000 acres; of Cologne with a pop- ery. When once the Scenic Highway trees were
In
Santa
pendent, adventurous and courageous been bought for $400 are now $1,200. tion not only
ulation of 428,700, Is 28,800; of Frank- to the Pecos is completed, then this streets would have a much better ap speculative filings by people who at where else. No matter how well ven- a race as that of the deep-se- a
mari- and the
taxpayers are out that much
from Albuquerque
to the pearance. Proper trimming v.ould the time of filing have no prospect of tilated and sanitary the public school ners declines and disappears.
fort, with a population of STO.ono, Is road
on account of the dllatoriness of the
of
streets to look making immediate use of the rights
23,203. Having enlarged Its area the I'ecos, will become one of the most cause the shaded
together
the
concernherding
"There ls much discussion
board. Lots that today are $l,200.'wlll
buildings,
celebrated thoroughfares In the west. more like boulevards than Jungles. for which
they ask. It is a good children serves to spread disease ing the best means of restoring Amer- by next year command $2,000 and thus
city was In a position to control Its
development, to plan for Its building. Along it, will be found every type of The city council at Its next meeting rule and will overcome the complaints germs. With this fact in mind, the ican shipping. It may be necessary
every day's delay In building the struc- It called in its architects and its en scenery peculiar to the southwest, Bhould take some action to remedy made in San Juan county and other need of medical inspection of school to wait for
changing economic condi- ure, which will have to come sooner or ,
from the prosperous city of Albuquer tlhe low limb nuisance.
gineers or it sent to a neighboring
Bection s, that the waters of streams children becomes an imperative duty tions to undo the harm they have allater anyway, costs the taxpayers a
"The streets of the city should be
the wide Illo Grande
The death of ready done. But we may all hope that
are being tied up by speculators who of the community.
university for an expert. A plan is que through
considerable sum of money. Building
made of the surrounding territory, of valley and Indian pueblos, over the kept clean. It is a disgrace the way are doing no development work but some one dee's child may not toudh the
hold
shall
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when
flag
again
day
materials are advancing all the time,
the topography of the land, the natu- more nustero mesa covering the vo- rubbish of all kinds from the ulleys,
and barter with water the heart of the average school direc- the place on the high seas which lt without
trade
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of
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downtown stores
from
carried
hope or prospect of a decline
the
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ral advantages, the proximity to the lcanic eruption
when
which
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they
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tor or tax payer, but
held half a century ago may not long In
tho business
district of the rights for which no
prices and each month's waiting
railways, and the probable uses to mountains to the west, to the historic aliout
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priority right ex- comes stalking Into his own home, be delayed."
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time
wind
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every
The
the very city
something to the contract price
which the region will be put. The capital, and thence
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Is bad enough, but to lhave a lot cept through tho
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tlhen resentment
office.
prevailing winds are studied, and fac- heart of the Kocky mountains to alti- dust
one
else,
some
the
engineer's
In
in, application
MexiThe death of King Edward 1b of
tories are only permitted to locate In tudes of perpetual snow with nine of garbage and rubbish thrown
on
apt to be bitter, and the New
Says the Albuquerque Journal
The southwest suffers from the fact
to a
certain proscribed areas. In some forests covering hundreds of square mnkes It unbearable. There Is an ord
who have great, immediate consequence
families
name
can
can
the
same
subject:
cities they are excluded from the bus- miles, to terminate at the finest trout Inance against allowing JubMsh to
other cities be- quarter of the population of the globe, that there Is very little railroad con
or
this
from
moved
territorial
iness and residence sections alto- stream in this section. The comple- accumulate In tho ulleys and this ""It is a good rulingn'f the
death had Invaded their home With a constitutional crisis at home struction at present. Many lines are
ho rigidly enforced.
In addi engineer, that providing that appli- cause
docs not
gether. If the neighborhood Is suit- tion of this highway in Itself, would should
tlhe negligence of authorities. and with unrest in India, the British planned but the country
through
furnish
must
a
uniform
street sprinkling cants for water rights
ed for manufacturing, U is dedicated make the administration of Governor tion,
of empire is creaking in every Joint. A- seem to have settled back entirely into
a mixed population like that
In
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guarbe
bond
should
Mills
a
sufficient
The
one
memorable
a good and
Inaugurated.
to industrial uses. If it Is a working
for all time to system
s wonted confidence. The backward
medical Inspection of school lmost 70 years of age, Kind Edward
sprinkling wagon should be on uho antee of good faith and ability to Santa Fe,
class quarter, the streets and parking come.
cnildren is even more needful than after a rather picturesque career, had ness of Congress in acting upon the
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at
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an
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hour
an
every
hour's
day
the
early
are adjusted to worktngmen's homes.
only
project..
trip by aulo.
carry out
elsewhere, but all progressive com- settled down Into a conservative reign recommendations of President Taft Is
If It is suited for homes of a more ex- mobile from Santa Fe to the Iwow of as possible nnd the business Bection has found that In Beveral cases ap- munities In Europe as well as Ameri- In which his tact counted for much no doubt to blame for this for the
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of
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I,a
There
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Bajada
is
a
more
lave
sort,
the
plan
pensive
upon
plications
ca think It Just as Important and and helped to maintain peace and or average Investor wants to know what
In the eating up of distances as down before tho wind starts to blow. ulative
elaborate scale.
purposes or to hinder
little with the the next day is likely to bring forth.
wise to have physicians for their der. He meddled
the
summer it is especially dis"Tho foresight of the city does not the automobile cleaves the space, but In
bonaflde propositions. Tho schools as for their armies and na- actual work of
governing his vast num- The following lntervley in a Washing
the
merchants to be demand for tho waters of New Mexto agreeable for
end here. StreetB, boulevards, parks, there Is also opportunity besides,
ber of subjects, but as the task was In ton paper is therefore to the point:
vies,
open spaces, and sites for public build- view the Interesting scenes along the compelled to close their doors on a ico streams has become so largo, and
con
'Charles Lantry, a railway
strong hands this was commendable.
the warm day in order to avoid having the record of four hundred applicahas
council
ings and school houses are laid out. way, tho road passing through
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a change in the tractor and builder of Kansas
city
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of
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dust
by
no
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village of Agua
far In advance of Hie city's growth. quaint
tions in the past three years, that
taken the initiative to give tho Duke ruler of less consequence than It Mo said that things were dull In rail
are carried into their front doors
mat'
Maps of wide stretches of open coun- fria with its prehistoric communal that
trifling should be allowed in the
City a commission form of govern- would have boon otherwise.
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way construction out west. He arrivand
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pasture land, may
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ment, Albuquerque will adopt such
ed nt the Wolcott yesterday.
"If civic pride asserts itself these ter. A man will hardly
to
be seen In the clly ball, upon which velvety fields of alfalfa, with nlowlne.
trouble of securing a bond merely
a government sooner or later for it is
" 'The contractors have been look
The statement of a United StuteB
nre Indicated the streets, parks and sowing and cutting of alfalfa going on things are bound to bo remedied at file for
or malicious pur- a progressive city, and praise and
speculative
Las
once.
Whnt
for a good yoar,' Bald Mr. Lantry,
ing
Vegas wants Is
a
at
and
senator
Reiubllcan
that,
municihulldlng sites all far beyond tho city an at the same limo Just now. Here
honor are due to the present
poses."
of the and" believe things will start up soon,
cent
of
the
Beats
that
limits. To this plan tho owner must, one may find conditions as they exist- more tourists who will come here to
per
initiathe
fifty
pal management for taking
the
conform. When She places the land ed a hundred years ago and unfortu- - spend the summer or the winter, ns
with- senate are bought or just as good as hut ao far with the exception of
It must be admitted that Mayor tive to bring about the change
(Jho case may be. It is the visitor's
seems evidence enough that double tracking which the Santa Fe is
bought,
ad
the
upon the market it must be done in iiately, also many ruined adobe houses.
while
with
out
out
unnecessary
delay
of a city that counts, Arthur Sellgman is starting
and which
harmony with the city's plan. The mute proof that the older neonle are first improsBlon
leBs
of
progressive the older states do not cherish the doing weBt of Albuquerque
hence we should always strive for the right ideas. Tho council should ministrations
of statehood an highly as it proposes to continue all the way to
privilege
of
orderly development of the munici- dying out and tho younger ones are
a
policy
have
adopted
placeB
new fields. Beyond, the rond what would be sure to make that im- - support him in every proBreivo
would New Mexico and Arizona.
the coast there is little doing,"
pality Is the first consideration. There seeking
measure.
can be no wild cat speculation, no for several miles, is hard as rock over prcsslon particularly favorable."
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Denver and Rio Grande Is
Featuring This Section in
Its Literature
FERTILE

latest

UNDSOF

COLORADO

Edition of Pamphlet
Clincka Full of
Statistics.

It

The latest publications of tho DenKlo Orunde railroads feature
flanta Ke ana New Mexico extenslve-.ly- .
"Around the Circle;" "Camping
tn the Rockies;" "Hotels and Board-iuHouses;" "With Nature In Colorado;" "Fertile Lands In Colorado;"
all have extensive mention of the CHIT
dwellings, Taos, Espanola, Sunta Fe
and
Mexico places
.and other New
beautiful pictures. The Prince Sunshine RancQi, Taos Pueblo, the Puye
Cliff dwellings, furnlBh material for
.striking Illustrations. The following
New Mexico In
.Is said of northern
"Fertile Lands":
This Bectlon of the United States
to
Is ono of the
most Interesting
either the tourist or homeseker. Here
exist the villages established by the
first
Mexican Settlers, with their
adobe houses, arranged around a central square, facing Inward so as to present a BOlld blank wall of adobe to invading hostlles, the old mission
churches, rich with Interior adornments, far older and better preserved
than those of California, ancient vineyards, with knotty and gnarled vines
centuries old and still bearing profusely, old orchards, and stone walled
fields or grain that have yielded continuous crops for centuries.
Two branches of the Denver & Rio
Grande rallrad penetrate this sec-lioo
The narrow gauge line from
to Durango mnkes a loop across
the north end of Rio Arriba county.
This county, for which this is the sole
railway outlet, contains an immense
area of land which is capable of Irrigation and cultivation. The early settlers were poor engineers, running
their canals along only the easiest
grades, leaving thousands of acres
which can still be easily watered, and
leaving unused scores of first class
reservoir sites. Tho owners of the
private land grants welcome white settlers and sell lands generally as cheaply as though obtained directly from
There are many
the government.
small valleys surrounded by Inexhaustible free cattle ranges, where homes
can be made by industry and enterprise.' The Jicarilla Apache reservation, which is likely soon to be thrown
open to settlement, contains many
thousands of acres of fine land, easily
ver &

irrigated.

The valley of the Brazos river, with
the county seat of Tlerra Amarllla
and its adjoining settlement of Park
&
View, is tributary to the Denver
Mo Grande system. Here are picturesque valleys capable of great development. Along this branch of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad are several
lumber camps, employing thousands of
men, and making a handy home market. At Monroe is a large coal mining
interest. The adjacent mountains are
productive In gold, sliver and turquoise.
The present Inhabitants of northern
New Mexico are all peaceable, quiet,
Industrious people, and settlers find
their presence valuable in furnishing
a constant supply of labor at a low
price. In fact, many of the New Mexico Indians Journey every year to the
where they
beet fields of Colorado,
furnish some of the most satisfactory
labor.
Down the Santa Fe Branch.
From Antonlto a branch of the Denver & Rio Grande extends south to
Santa Fe, tho- - ancient capital of the
west, and one of the oldest cities on
the American continent. The railway,
starting about 30 miles west of the
valley of the Rio Grande, which at
this point flows In a very deep canon,
Anally Joins the stream and follows
along its banks, until It climbs the hill
Into Santa Fe, which Is on a tributary
stream.
More than 40,000 people now live in
this section, and 400,000 more can be
brought In without crowding. Most of
the present population. Is native or
Indian, but all through their farms
.are scattered the holdings of more
enterprising Americans who have realized the posslbilltes of the region,
have established farms and planted orchards, and are now making enormous profits out of their foresight.
This region Is said by expertB to produce the most perfect grapes of any
section of the United States, exceeding in quality even the product of the
famous vineyards of California, and
equalling those vines In yield. Peaches, plums, apricots, pears sand apple
yield abundantly and failures are absolutely unknown. The sugar beets of
the Snnta Fe valley experts have declared after analysis the richest in
sugar contents and purest raised anywhere,
Along this line there are a number
of famous hot springs. At Wamsley's
and at OJo Cnllento, reached from stations on tho Denver & Rio Grande
road, there are hotels and bathing facilities. Some of. the well attested
cures from these springs are almost
miraculous. Thore are other springs,
as yet undeveloped, ono group near
Taos Pueblo, and the other up the
Pueblo river. From this line only are
accessible the cave and cliff dwellers
of tho Pajarlto national park, 35 miles
west of Sanla Ko. Here, amid settings of wonderful scenery, are 20,000
caves, formerly occupied by a pre- historic people, with thousands of communal buildings, some of moro than
1,200 rooms, now In ruins.
Tho principal streams are the Illo
Grande and, flowing Into it from the
west, the Clmnin, the Petoca, the Valle-

cltos, the San Antonio, the Los Plnos,
the Pitcrco, the By Rlto and the Tusas,
Taos, Espanola and Santa Fe.
The Taos valley, reached from
Servlllela and Tros Pledras on
the Denver & Rio Grande, was at one
time called the granary of New Mexico, and is one of the most beautiful
agricultural valleys in the world. Only
of the Irrigable land
about one-hain this valley Is now under water,
though there is a surplus in the
settlers
streams.
American
Many
have been coming of late into Taos
county and several large irrlgutlon enterprises are plauned or under way.
Red River, La Belle, Copper Hill and
other mining camps are In this county. There Is good'"troiit fishing as
well as big game hunting.
Tho pueblo of Thob consists of two communal
pyramids from live to seven stories
high and most picturesquely situated.
Considerable merchant timber is to be
found In this county.
The Espanola valley Is another of
the ancient settlements
Into which
new blood is about to flow. Rich with
orchards and vineyards, dotted with
the spires of churches, it has enjoyed
an unbroken prosperity for centuries.
From Espanola to where it reaches
Santa Fe, the Rio Grande railroad
traverses a country already partly developed, and which is capable of very
much greater productiveness.
The Iji
Joya reclamation project, now under
way, will reclaim the bench lands on
the east side of the Rio Grande, all
the way from limbudo to Santa Cruz,
the ditches covering some of the most
fertile hinds in the entire southwest.
At Santa Fe, which has been called
the Rome of America, are crowded
many points of historical Interest, the
new and the old together, the new capital of the territory of New Mexico almost touching tho old church,
more
than MO years old, in whidh worship
has never ceased from the time its
first mud walls were raised, partly
to shelter the sacred images of th
Catholic faith and partly to afford fortress-like
protection io the people of
the little frontier settlement of which
this was the citadel. On every side of
Santa Fe are the old settlements, and
newon every side the enterprising
comer sees where new ditches can be
built, where reservoirs
can be constructed, and where the land, already
productive, can he made to yield four
and live fold. The city Is an educational center, has a splendid public
school system, and is a beautiful,
climatic and health resort. In southern Santa Fe county successful dry or
scientific farming Is being carried on.
The county has many mining camps.
"
Is the most clever little
silvered Coffee Struiner ever Invented.
Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
The CouWis., by the Coupon Plan.
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
Health Coffee sent to any lady re
questing them. You can trick any one
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
your husband will declare he Is drink
ing real coffee and yet there Is not a
grain of real coffee In Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute."
Try It from your grocer and get a
lb. package
pleasant surprise. 1
25c.
Sold by Frank Andrews.

BIG

MOVEMENT IN CATTLE
THROGUH ALBUQUERQUE.

Albuquerque, N. M. May 7. One of
the largest shipments of cattle handled
for some
by the Santa Fe railway
time, went through Albuquerque today In three sections. Each train contained about thirty cars and In all,
over 2,000 head of steers were transThe shipments came from
ported.
the ranges In southern New Mexico,
the cattle
having been bought by
ranchers near Lamar, Colo. The cattle will be ranged In that section
this summer and placed on the market this fall.
The shipments were
made up of yearlings and two year
old, and the cattle were in excellent
condition.
Cattlemen are authority for the
statement that the biggest shipments
of range cattle for many years, are
now being made from the southern
part of the territory. The cattle owners are all reducing their herds because the range has been overstocked
and should the large number of cattle
be continued, heavy losses would result.
The shipments If is said, will
tend to make better range, relieve the
congestion In Some districts and in
the long run, greatly benefit the cattle Industry.
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JUDGE COOLEY
HAS RESIGNED
III

W.

EDWARD

PASSES

AM

Health Compels Distin Governor Today Filled Va- Death Lays Inexorable Hands
cancies at Roswell and
Upon Ruler of Biggest
guished Jurist to RelinNation of Earth
Las Cruces
quish Office
R.

WHITE

IS

TAFT

APPOINTED

Selection for Commissioner
Third District in Lincoln County.

of Greatly Interested in the Highway from Santa Fe to

Word comes from Alamogordo that
Judge A. W. Cooiey haB sent his resig
nation to Washington owing to continued III health. From Santa Rosa
conies word that District Attorney E.
R. Wright Is a candidate for die place.
The resignation of Judge Cooiey is
much regretted hut his 111 health has
made It Impossible for him to devote
himself to the strenuous duties that
fall upon the Judge of the Sixth Judl
clul District.
Governor Mills Inspects Scenic High
way.
Governor Mills enjoyed his trip up
the Scenic Highway on Saturday, with
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulli
van, very much, and stood the twenty
miles horsebaok trip like a veteran.
the scenery
Governor Mills ulilnks
disclosed by the road superb and will
make every effort to have the Good
Roads Commission complete the highway as planned as soon as the work on
La Bajaila hill Is completed and the
road from Santa Fe over Apache and
Tecolote hills into Las Vegas has been
condition.
placed in traversable
constructed six years ago, the
divide
Dalton
over
the
switchbacks
are still in tlno shape even though
neglected by the county authorities.
At two or three places, slight slides
have occurred but a man armed with
a shovel. could clear tlhe (road in a
day and this should be done by the
county officials. These switchbacks
were constructed under the
super
vision of Hon. H- O. Bursum, then
of
the
penitentiary.
superintendent
Fishing Season Opens Next Sunday.
The ttBhing season opens on May 15
and Game Warden Gable predicts that
trout Ilshlng will be good this year.
As the season in Colorado does not
open until June 1, deputy game war
dens will be especially active to nab
all outsiders caught fishing without
a license.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed
James Knight of Clovis, Curry coun
ty, a notary public.
Raymond R. Ryan of Albuquerque,
was also appointed a notary public
today by Governor Mills.
County Commissioner for Lincoln
County.
Governor Mills today appointed W.
R. White, of Nogal, Lincoln county,
county commissioner for the third dis
trict, vice Charles Wingtleld, deceased, the appointment being made upon
the recommendation of the Republican
central committee of Lincoln county,
and because Mr. Wlhlte bears an ex
cellent reputation both as to charac
ter and' business ability. He is a progressive 'farmer who has lived in the
Nogal district for a quarter of a century and is familiar with local conditions. He has been always a staunch
Republican worker but has to date
He is a man of famheld no office.
a
ily and his appointment will prove
very strong and popular one.
Insurance Company Seeks Admission.
The Guardian Casualty and Guaranty Company of Salt Lake today applied to Insurance Commissioner
Chaves for admission blanks.
Normal Institutes This Summer.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. It. Clark today announces the folthis
lowing teachers' institutes for
summer:
Bernalillo county, May 30 to June
conducted by J.
25, at, Albuquerque,
R. McCollum, of Albuquerque, with
John Milne and Miss Elizabeth Wiley
of Albuquerque.
Chaves county, from June 20 to July
2, at Roswell, conducted by Professor
J. H. Vaughn of the Agricultural College, with J. A. Dickey of Roswell,
as conductor.
Grant county, August 15 to 27, at
Stiver City, conducted by Professor
H. A. Owen of the Silver City Normal
School.

McKlnley county, from May 23 to
June 4, at Gallup, with R. W. Twining
as conductor.
Quay county from August 1 to 27,
at Tucumcari, wiuh. Professor C. M.
Light, president of the Silver City
Normal School as conductor and Sarah
Ulmer of Clovis, as instructor.
RAISE BIG CITY ADVER5 to
TISING FUND OF $50,000. 30 San Miguel county from July
at Las. Vegas.
Santa Fe county from May 30 to
San Antonio, Texas, May 9. The June 23, at Santa Fe, by Mrs. Dlxnn
Publicity League of this city has de- of the Spanish Normal School at El
cided to raise a fund of $30,000 to be Huo.
Socorro county from May 30 to June
expended In a publicity campaign for
the community. Already tlhe sum of 25 at Socorro, conducted
by W. D.
$30,000 has been pledged.
The money Sterling of Albuquerque.
will bo spent within the fiscal year.
Taos county from June 6 to July 2
at Taos.
Torrance county from August 15 to
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
of
27, conducted by Mrs. Bruiubnch
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Belen.
Union county from August 1 to Au
There is only one way to cure deafgust 13, at Clayton, conducted by J.
ness, and that is by constitutional
S. Hofer of East Lns Vegas with Mrs,
remedies. Denfness Is caused by an
of East Las Vegas as In
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin- Northrop
structor.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Valencia county, from Juno 6 to
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumblJuly 2, at Tome, with Airs. Brimibacli
ing sound or Imperfect hearing and of Helen as conductor.
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness Is Roswell
Sprucing Up For Governor.
tho result, and unless the inflammaGreat preparations are being made
tion can be taken out and this tube re- for tho
governor's reception, which is
stored to its normal condition, heari- to bo given a popular affair In the Ros
ng will be destroyed forever; nine well Armory on tlhe evening of Mon
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- day May 23. It Is to be a brilliant sotarrh, which Is nothing but au Inflam- cial function. Governor William J.
ed condition of the mucous surface.
Mills, Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
We will give One Hundred Dollars and ten members of the governor's
for any case of Deafness (caused by staff are to be present.
Mrs. Mills
catarrh) that cannot be cured by will bo unable to bo present on ac
Hall's Catarrh Curo. Send for cir- count of plans for a visit to New Ha
ven, Conn., to attend tho Yalo com
culars, free,
mencement exercises, the son of GovF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ernor
and Mrs, Mills graduating this
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
year, the youngest' member
of his
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
class, but tho majority of tho members
Take Hall's Family Pills for
of the. staff will bo accompauied
by

Albuquerque.

WIRES

CONDOLENCE

Little Effect on Stock Exchanges
Despite Contrary Expectations.

At eight o'clock Friday evening, the
Henry Stewart, the globe trotter,
late veslerdav afternoon called on New Mexican posted a bulletin of the

Governor Mills and secured his certificate and the seal of the Territory fur
his souvenir book which will contain
tho nnmea of all itovernors and other
distinguished persons he has visited.
He also called on Territorial Secre
tary Nathan Jaffa and secured his
name and certification.
Deaf and Dumb School Commencement,

Simerlntendent W. O. Conner an
nounced today that the annual commencement exercises of Uie territorial
deaf and dumb school In this city will
take place on Friday, May 20.
Invited to San Diego.
Otero today received
an invitation from J. W. Seftoa Jr.,
a
acting director of the San
exposition, to visit San Diego
with the New Mexico committee during the next thirty days. The com
mittee, however, will have to decline
as its members cannot find the time
to g;o.
Notary Public Appointed.
Oovernor Mills today appointed An
thony F. Joseph of OJo Caliente, Taos
county, a notary public.
Armory Board Appointments,
Oovernor Mills today accepted Che
Charles
resienatton of Lieutenant
Whiteuian of the signal corps at Ros
as
a
nicmuer
well recently disbanded,
of the armory board at Roswell and
appointed in his place Captain M. S.
Murray of the artillery board. He also accepted the resignations of Isidore Armijo and Morgan Llewellyn of
the National Guard armory board at
Las Cruces and appointed in their
place Oscar Lohman, Jr., and Charles
Renault, Jr.
Good Roads Work.
The Pueblo Indians have caught the
spirit of the good roads work and
those living at Cochiti and Santo Domingo and will donate three days'
work, today, tomorrow and Saturday
to working on La Bajada hill on the
highway. On
Santa
Saturday, Governor Mills and Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan will
Inspect tho scenic highway In the
Santa Fe canon and over the Dalton
divide, with a view of making an estimate of what It will cost to put the
road in first class condition and to
pomnlete It to the Pecos.
Washington, May 5. The following
have been commissioned postmasters .
in New .Mexico: George u. Kicnara-sonRodeo; Fred O. Blood, East Las
Vegas, and Arthur H. Rockufellow,
Roswell.
8anto Domingani Relent.
Knorliil Census Acrent Elmer Marsh
succeeded In persuading the pueblos
of Santo Domingo to have themselves
counted by Census Enumerator Cyrus
Clinton J.
Dixon.
Superintendent
Crandall Informed them yesterday that
they had to obey and should suDmu
tn the enumeration and the governor
and chiefs took the advice and every
thing Is peaceful on the Rio Grande
today.
For More than Three Decades.
Folev's Honev and Tar has been a
household favorite for all ailments of
the throat, chest and lungs. For In
fants and children It is best and safest
as it contains no opiates and no harm
ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
Honey and Tar In the yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
&

Co.

HALLEY'S COMET IS
BRILLIANT SPECTACLE.
These mornings, Halley's comet presents a most brilliant spectacle In
the sky. Tomorrow morning it will
be at its brightest because of the
absence of the moon. Its head points
down to the east while the tall extends toward the zenith. With Its
caudal appendage It covers seventeen
degrees In the early morning sky, appearing to tlhe naked eye to be about
thirty times the diameter of the moon
In length. The head and tail appear
as bright as a star of the first magnitude.
university
Dean Howe of Denver
recommends this as a good time to
see the sky tramp. Unless people
want to wait until May 20, when It
will take its place in the evening
sky, and is dimmed by the moon and
the after glow of the Bunset, they
must get up at 3 o'clock. The comet
rose this morning at 2:37 but does
not attain its full brilliancy until from
3 to 3: 30 o'clock.
Since the moon has left the comet
In peace Its tall has iricreased to three
times its length. Now It Is 7,000.000
miles long. Its head has a diameter
of 200,000 miles. The comet Is a little north of due east.
'

The splendid work of Chamberlft'.n's
Stomach and Uver Tablets Is daily
coming to light. No such grand rem
edy for liver and bowel troubles was
ever known before. Thousands bless
sick
them for curing constipation,
headache, biliousness, Jaundice and in
digestion. Sold by all druggists.
The armory is to be
beautifully decorated and music will
be furnished by an orchestra and the
New Mexico Military Institute band.
The governor and party will come by
special automobiles from Torrance,
arriving lu Roswell about 7 p. m, the
evening of the reception. Upon his
arrival a governor's salute will bo fired
by the Roswell Light Battery. Ex- Governor Miguel A. Otoro will ho a
member of tho governor's party. Other
distinguished visitors are expected.

their

wives.

the
Associated Press
announcing
death of King Edward at about midnight (English time), and while the
news was of no Immediate consequence In the United States, yet, it
evoked much Interest and considerable discussion as to its probable effect on the many millions who are
subjects of the British empire la all
parts of the globe.
Taft Sends Condolence.
Washington, D. C, May 7. King
Edward's death called forth numerous
expressions of sympathy and appreciation of his ability as a ruler from
members of diplomatic corps, cabinet
officers, congressmen and government
officials.
President Taft immediately
cabled condolence to Queen Alexandra
declaring his "Appreciation of those
high qualities which made the life of
the late king so potent an influence
toward peace and justice among nations."
Little Effect on 8tock Sxchange. street
7. Wall
New York. May
showed little effect of the death of
King Edward. The London exchanges
were closed and selling was looked
for from London. The market opened
Irregular, but there was no evidence
of heavy selling and the belief was
that large financial Interests are pre
pared to take care of any possioie
liquidation.
An Empire is Mourning.
tondon, May 7. The reverberating
boom of the great bell In St. Paul's
cathedral tolled at minute intervals
between 5 and 6 o'clock this morning,
an office performed only for the sovereign and Archbishops of Canterbury
and York, conveyed to the countless
thousands of Londoners and suburb
anites the first Intimation of the
death of King Edward VII. Crowds
coming into the city on early trains
proceeded toward Buckingham Palace
and by 9 o'clock an immense stream
of people were slowly filing past the
front of the building with its drawn
blinds, around to the west end of the
palace to gaze on the windows of the
chamber where the body of the dead
king Is lying. On the bulletin board
was still pinned a sheet of foolscap
with Its tidings of momentous event
scrawled hurriedly in a dozen words,
and this was another center of Interest for the throng,' each person seem
ing determined to read with his own
eyes the official announcement of the
death of his sovereign. The bulk of
the population of the country Oiave
donned mourning garb of some form.
Men who are not wholly clothed In
black are wearing black neck scarfs
or black bands about the coat sleeves.
The women seen are almost without
exception dressed in black. Streamers of crepe hang from whips of the
cab men. Show fronts bear morning
The death of his majesty
shutters.
has caused a general suspension of
business and the abandonment of all
race meetings and other sports, pub
and private entertainlic gaieties
ments. The theaters have been closed.
The stock exchange and other markets are closed and the law courts
took a recess.
Flags at Half Mast.
Everywhere throughout the country flags are at half mast on public
buildings, warships and other shipping, while the church bells sounded
the doleful news to Great Britain that
Its ruler was dead. This morning serv-ice- s
at tlhe churches were largely at
tended. Today all congregations are
in deep mourning. Since the earliest
morning a flood of messages has been
from the
pouring Into the palace
chiefs of foreign lands. One of the
first received by the queen dowager
was a sympathetic message from Emperor William. Ambassador Reld was
an early caller at Buckingham palace
and the flags at Dorchester House
and the American embassy are at half
mast. Queen Alexandra Is bearing up
bravely. She had breakfast as usual
in her own apartments. Members of
the royal household attended special
service in the private chapel of the
palace at an early hour. King George
V. found himself so occupied with the
rush of state affairs requiring Imme
diate attention in consequence of the
new accession that he has been un
able to leave Marlborough house this
morning even to go and see his mother and Bisters.
Officials responsible
for state functions marking the accession of a new monarch and the
funeral arrangements for the dead
monarch came and went from the
Marlborough houso at brief Intervals
during tlhe morning.
The Last Hours.
Gathered around the bedside of the
dying king were the queen and princesses. No hope had been liold out
throughout the day for the recovery
of Ills majesty, whose death, It Is believed, was duo to pneumonia following bronchitis contracted shortly after his return from Biarritz. Only a
day or two ago the king conducted tlhe
business of slato and gave audience
but on Wednesday ho was compelled
to submit to the orders of his physicians.
Since then until the end, his
decline was rapid.
The king refused to remain In bed
yesterday morning. He Insisted on
getting up to transact business of
state as usual with his secretary. He
bad numerous attacks of choking and
coupling In the forenoon. The paroxysms continued frequently until eve.
ulng, when tho attacks took tho form
of a failure of breath.
Although tlio king lapsed Into a
comatose condition, he remained sit.

ting up and. oxygun. was freely administered. It was about 10 o'clock
when Dm. Lanklng and Reld conveyed
to the qimcn, the prince of Wales and
other mi tubers of the family v.o were
waiting In an adjoining room, the
tragic lldlugs that there was no hope
and thai death was a mere matter of
time. The king was then partly conscious and soon afterward rallied sufficiently to recognize the queen and
his ton. As the evening advanced Che
expei. i need difficulty in breathing
which neatly affected the heart, the
left entilcle falling to act while the
oxygen no longer afforded the relief
it had previously given. His majesty
soon sank into a comatose condition.
from which ho practically nevor rallied.
The Prince of Wales succeeded to
the throne Immediately accorduig t
Ilia Inuia nt Ilia blltl'llnm Wllllftllt Of- tidal ceremony. HI. first official act!
was to dispatch to the lord mayor the
announcement of his fathers death.
in pursuance to custom. His telegram

IS 1
G.

GOULD

MILLIONAIRE?

A

People Who Knew Suicide
Declare He So Represen-e- d
Himself
MYSTERY

ABOUTJIIS

CAREER

He Was Carpenter,
Contractor and

It Appear

Policeman.
Was George W. Gould, the man who
shot himself early yesterday morn ng
in

this city,

really

related

to the

Gould railroad kings or was he laborthat bo
ing under a hallucination
read:
could claim kin with the Goulds of
'I am deeply grieved to Inform you
wealth and that he himself was
that my beloved father, the king, pass- agreat
millionaire?

ed away peacefully at 11:45 tonight.
(Signed) "GEOIM1E."
The physicians soon afterward Is
sued their official bulletin, which follows:
"May 6, 11:50 p. m.
"His majesty, the king, breathed
his last at 11:43 tonight in the presence of her majesty, Queen Alexandra,
the Prince and Princess of Wales, the
Princess Royal the Duchess of Fife,
Princess Victoria and Princess Louise,
the Duchess of Argyll.

These are the questions being asked

today as every letter and paper of the
dead man Is being examined by those
who are trying to solve the mystery

that surrounds the suicide's death.
That the suicide was the same man
met by B. F. Pankey and some of his.
friends In California in January and
who then told them he had been a
physician Plnkerton detective and
mining man of gTeat wealth, Is tho
belief of those who have compared
the description given of the California
"LAKINO,
"REID."
tourist with that of the man whose
Pneumonia, following bronchitis, is body now lies at the Wagner underbelieved to have teen the cause of taking establishment ready for interdeath, but the doctors thus far have ment In a cemetery In this city.
refused to make a statement. Some
If the suicide, however, is a millionof the king's friends are convinced aire or a man of any means there is
that worry over the political situation little trace of his owning property as
which confronted him with sleepless far as his letters Bbow. Moreover a
nights, aggravated, if it did not cause telegram from Miss Lillian Gould who
the fatal Illness.
was located in Butte, Montana, and
All who knew the king expected who Is a Bister of the dead man, would
it Indicate that neither Gould nor bis Imhis death would be sudden, and
would not have occasioned great sur- mediate family are people of large
prise if It had occurred without warn- means. Miss Gould wired the undering at some social function as a re- takers here to hold the funeral here.
sult of heart trouble. Almost to the A telegram sent to Miss F. S. Gould,
end he refused to take to his bed and 84 State street, Boston, Mass., was
was sitting up yesterday in a large returned with the reply "unknown." It
chair, so the palace stories go, corrob- is thought that she has gone back to
orating the description of him as an her home in Skowbegan, Maine.
unruly patient which Dr. Ott gave to ' The Rev. C. F. Lucas received a
a Vienna interviewer last night.
telegram from Miss Lillian Gould from
One of the last utterances attribut
Butte, asking him to see that a proped to King Edward was: "Well, It Is er funeral
is given and she added that
nil over, but I think I have done my she would send
a letter later.
duty."
Justice
He seemed then to have reached a Through the courtesy of
New Mexican
full rellzation that death was ap- Garcia a reporter of the
was allowed to examine the effects
proaching.
In his valise. A
The queen and others of the royal of the suicide left
card was found Indicating that Mr.
had
and
doctors
been
four
family
Gould was a contractor in Skowhegan,
constantly in the sick room throughwas a carpenter
out the day. Several hours before Maine, and that he
A badge marked "police"
his deatih the king was in a comatose as well.
and another "deputy marshal"; a rap-I- d
condition, but he rallied slightly be
firing revolver with which he
tween 9 and 10 o'clock and appeu.1
to recognize his family. Then
he ik.'.!" himself and many cartridges
also a black jack and
were alu
lapsed Into unconsciousness which a
knife. There wen.
ny booklets
ended in his passing.
and a lot ol
When Dr. St. Clair Thompson, the describing firearms
ness letters discussing the purchase
great throat specialist was called in of
material. The sum of $38
yesterday morning, It was expected wasbuilding
and was turned
that an operation on the throat over found yesterday
to Justice Garcia.
would be necessary, but after a conHow He Died.
sultation it was decided that
the
Interesting details were learned tolungs were the seat of the most serious symptoms. Experts were held In day about the preparation Mr. Gould
readiness to administer an anaes- made for death. He came here Tuesthetic, but there was fear that the day and rented a room in the Exweakness of the king's heart mlgtht change hotel building and left his
result In a fatal issue and an opera- trunk there. It is said Ihe acted petion was set aside as the last resort. culiarly and there seems reason to beThe body lies In the king's cham lieve that his Illness deprived him of
ber in the northwestern wing of Buck- clear reasoning powers. He procured
ingham palace, which is brilliantly another rom in the home of Mr. and
lighted, while tlhe rest of the great Mrs. Kennedy and when his body was
gloomy building with the exception found it was evident that he had takan
that he
la entirely extraordinary
of Lord Knollys' office
precautions
darkened.
should not damage the carpets in any
from
flow
It was nearly half an hour after way by blood that should
the king breathed his last when Lord the wound he prepared to inflict It
and appears that he held his rapid firing
Knollys ' walked Into the office
said to the waiting reporters:
revolver first to his forehead and af"Gentlemen, his majesty Is dead." ter firing a bullet Into bis bead, tu
The people outside the palace only revolver fell to his side, with his Anlearned the news when boys appeared gers still clenching it and four or
with papers.
more shots were fired into the body.
Queen Dowager
Inconsolable.
Sheets were found placed all around
London, May 7. Popular
Interest his lifeless body which was resting
In the new ruler Is overshadowed by on the windowslll.
universal grief at the death of the
A reporter telephoned B. F. Pankey
beloved King Edward VII, who suc- who is on his ranch a few miles from
to
becumbed
pneumonia 15 minutes
Lamy, John Pflueger at Lamy transfore mldnlgtit in the 69th year of his
mitting the message as Mr. Pankey'H
life and tenth year of his reign. The line Is not yet connected with Sauta'
grief of the dowager queen at the Fe.
death of her royal husband is pathetMr. Pankey said that in January on
ic. Since early this morning she has
he and ois
been In and out of the deatih cham a trip through California
a man who gave
ber directing everything, personally, companions had met
as Gould and whose descripplacing wreaths of flowers that had his name
been received and giving directions tion seems to tally with that of the
with stately dignity, but at the same sjie:de. He told him that he had been
time Inconsolable. She cannot be per- a physician and detective and hid
suaded to remain In her own rooms, traveled in the Philippine Islands, n
and take a rest of which she Is so Australia and all through this counmuch in need. Funeral arrangements try. "He said that he owned mining
have not yet been announced but the Interests In California," continued Mr.
expectation of the court officers Is Pankey, "and that he was Telated to
Mr.
that the body of his majesty will be, the Gould
buried at Frogmore near the bodies Pankey thought the man talked some-o- f
his father, mother and son. Before what erratically due perhaps to his
the palace a great crowd watched the, worry over his 111 health.
going and coming of officials, diplo- mats and other callers until a sharp
Indictments
By Grand Jury Tho
thunder nnd snow storm drove to following indictments have been recover all but a few stragglers.
ported by the grand Jury at Roswell:
Roosevelt to Attend King's Funeral.
Henry Foster, now accused of forgNew York, May 7. That Theodore ery; Elmer R. Wlckham, now accused
Roosevelt may be named the special of forgery; Thomas Martinez, Marcos
representative of the United States to Corona and Seforlno Ornelos, accused
nttend the funeral of King Edward, Is of stealing horses from Prager Miller
the suggestion that will be put before In Roswell last winter; Jack Padget
President Taft by members of the for larceny of beef; John Hart, for
Roosevelt welcoming committee.
larceny of beef.
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A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
Baby's coming' will be a time of rejoicing, and not of apprehension and fear, if Mother's Friend Is used by the
mother In preparation of the event. This Is not a medi
cine to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to tho
Mothbody, to assist nature In tho necessary physical changes of the system.
er's Friend Is composed of oils nnd medicines which pre'.mio tho muscles and
tendons for the unusual strain, render tho ligaments supple and clastic, aids In
tho expanding of tho skin and flesh fibres, and stronsr'.hcns all tho membranes
and tissues. It lessens thai pain and danger at tho crisis, and assures future
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug storos. Writo for our
free book, containing valuable Information for oxpoctant Mothon.

THE CnADFIELD

CO., ATLANTA, GA.

VICTORY.
ALBU- AN ADMINISTRATION
TAKE RIPLEY'S ADVICE.
as TODAY'S
MEETING AT
tlon ol delegates to the constitutional land to be Irrigated is lost forever. as long in keeping the soil moist
.
.
..
QUERQUE.
The passage ot the railroad bill by "'President E. P. Ripley of the Santa
convention must bo not earlier than The latter would be the effect of the here.
The
"Until (here Is a system provided
citizens of the house and the certainly thnt it will Fe system, this week at Albuquerque,
Today representative
sixty and not Inter "aan ninety days policy of the reclamation service.
will bring
Irrigation water northern New Mexico met at Albugave good advice to Bernalillo counafter the approval of the bill by the Rurvtre insists unon confining the which
go through tho senate within another
and
to
the 8uli0iur Spring valley
advice that also applies to every
Review President This election of delegates water to the river bed, thus making
to protest against what might week, shows that President Talt has ty',
querque
In
Hie
ones
of
other
similar
north
Territory,
otliet
county, when he said:
to the constitutional convention must it useless for any land lying
bo called the Inconsistency of me the upper hand over the combination
well
in
increase
no
niaturlal
will
there
be
"I
don't know of anything that
within three the Englo reservoir.
be held, therefore,
federal government In dealing with of Democrats and Insurgent Republi
Bernalillo county could better do
MUOCAN PRINT! MO
"There Is a dispute between New their agricultural production.
months after the passage of the bill,
"Ainblllous real estate agenla and tho reclamation and irrigation prob- cans. From the Inrge point of view than build good roads. I am not
and becomes a matter of present con- Mexico and Colorado in regard to the
s
may bring
newspapers
Partisan
all.
politics use of the unappropriated water of
cern to us
In the west. It Is not so long ago the railroad bill is the most important familiar with the plan proposed, but I
In thaea uallnva
hut neither lems
do know thnt there isn't a city, town
should find no place in the delibera- the Rio Grande. But after New Mex- ..lllnmi
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
the
that
government prevented private of the administration measures and or village nor a
farming community
tions and actions of the body of men ico becomes a state it may be prac- can supply the needed moisture for
Editor and President
from
the
of
Elephant
the
building
enterprise
passage
its adoption presages
along the Santa Fe system
that
who Bhall frame our constitution, and ticable for it and Colorado to enter growing crops.
FRANK P. 8TURGE8,
valhad
been
"Underneath
the
an
amicable
apSulphur Spring
jiutto dam, English capital
if the right men are sent to represent Into an ngreemeut for
the statehood bill, although the New made any great advance until the
amount
of
Is
from
vast
was
An
a
but
water.
lukeno
interested
ley
apporseemingly
estopped
people got together and put ln deMexican
is astonished at the
portionment of this
us, such consideration will have
but up to the present time the reeding by the absurd plea that the warm attitude that the President took cent roads."
weight as against the plain duty and tionment of this kind might permit
JOHN K. 6TAUFFER,
in places where It has been pumped for j
be
would
a
to
of
frame
navigability
acreage
cjiaudo's
reclamation
them
the
accorded
large
The good roads movement Is the
toward it In Ills address at Passaic,
high privilege
Secretary-Treasureaffected by building- - a dam at tho New Jersey, In which he expressed most practical and most important
constitution the San Luis valley and also In that irrigation at a profit are few."
a lasting
No sooner was private enter- - the fear that Nem Mexico would send
Ilea
between
which
Buttes.
ot
of
on
the
progresa
valley
part
high
plane
planned
government activity in New Mexico
Second Chut Matter at sive American citizenship. Logically the Colorado line and the reservoir COMPLETE THE SCENIC HIGHWAY prise squelched in the matter, than two Democratic senators, ot at least today. Nothing else in the matter of
Entered
the Reclamation Service seized upon two reactionary Republicans, to the public improvements thus far underthe Santa Tt Postofftae.
the selection ot the delegates should to bo built at Engle. This would be
New Mexico Is losing many
the site and planned to put up gigan- U. S. Senate, a prediction that Indi- taken, will pay the taxpayers
lines. Prac- a far better adjustment of tOie matters
be made on
lurger
dollars worth of advertising, If tic
RATE 8 OP SUBSCRIPTION.
diver
the
to
t Issue than
irrigation works to cost something cates that even President Taft does dividends than the systematic
I presume, the nominations
prohibit
conthe like, eight million dollars and to be
f IE tically,
Bally, per week, by carrier
be ninde as party nominations, as sion of any water north of that reser nothing else, by not completing
the conservatism struction of good roads. Every counwill
understand
not
quite
Dally, per month, by carrier,... 1.00 no
In
Pecos
for
However,
tho
voir."
over
years.
like
Scenic
eight
is
completed
Highway
method, however desirable,
of the mnjorlty of New Mexico voters ty should begin a systematic cam7S
Dally, pir month, by mall
ly to be agreed upon, but the good
There 1b an enay solution to the diffi- est between Santa Fe and Las Vegas. no one objected, for the benefit was and their loyalty to Republican prin- paign for good roads, should apply its
owners
Dally, three montha, by mall.... 1.09 sense of our people, conscious of the culties In which the reclamation servthe
and
property
apparent
in
Santa
is
for
there
road fund and the lnbor exacted each
instance,
Today,
ciples.
4.00
Dally, all montha, by mal!
under ine
upon them, will ice finds itself in regard to the Engle Fe a
signeu up
The Senate has adopted the long
a well planned system of
7.60 responsibility resting
party of visitors from the Valley their land project renuiiy
Dally, one year, by mall
to repay to the and short haul clause of the railroad year upon
promising
by either party, Dain. Congress should be urged to
attempt
any
nullify
permanent road improvement. The
.25
Weekly, per month......
Including a distinguished government the cost. But (hen cer- there should be, to obtain settle the claims of tyoxico under any Ranch
such
if
mountain
to
the
any
Rocky
cities
bill,
and towns should
perhaps,
counties,
75
to San tain land speculators in El Paso and
Weekly, per quarter.
any partisan advantage, lu most of alleged treaty rights by appropriating writer and editor. They came
states, the most important pnrt of the build the main arteries of traffic be
Weekly, all montha
Mexico
Uncle
and
vote
the
the
miser
got busy
the counties of
persuaded
territory
a lump sum of money, and thus ex- ta Fe by way of Apache bill, a
measure for it menns that in the fu- tween settlements and it should be
1.00
iTeekly, per year
which a large ture it will not cost more to freight left, to the
a
Snm to
Is close as between the two leading tricate the nation from the untenable able
road, which even If kept In good amount sign treaty by
Territory to expend its
The Weekly New Mexican Review
Imto
be
fortuwater
of
have
the
proposed
people
parties, and
Santa Fe to the middle road funds on greater projects which
position of giving away the waters
the oldest newepaper In New Mex-to- .
repair has no attractiveness for tho pounded In the Englo reservoir, wns goods from
to
vote
how
learned
since
New
Mexi
the
does
to
of
west or eust than It
the people
long
from
belonging
will open up to the people of the TerIt la aent to every postofflce In nately,
a split ticket. In this election, more co to pay a national debt. The waters tourist except that It follows the old given away in perpetuity to Texas Pacific coast.
ritory the great forest reserves, sumdie Torrltor and has a large and than ever
over tho mid Mexico land owners.
other
In
be
will
and
Fe
trail
Santa
lines
passes
to
before,
the
party
Buttes
be
stored
in
Invincible
mer rosorts, play grounds and more
One
of
arguments
the
Elephant
Intel-Icen- t
jrowing circulation amonp the
the intelligent voter. reservoir should be reserved entirely Glorieta battle field and by the Canon-clt- o words, a national treaty debt was paid against the present system of trans- d'lllcult mountain
by
disregarded
sections, the highand profreaelTe people ot the As between two men, the one in the
New
to
with waters that belonged
for use In New Mexico and In that
church. But it is a road that no
portation charges was that presented ways for tourist traffic, such as the
Bouthweat
of proceeding
Mexico, nn unheard
estimation of the voter best qualified case, a reservoir of one-hal- f
the capa- one cares to
Senator
Senate
the
Scenic
ln
by
between
recently
Santa Fe
Highway
travel over a second time. without precedent in national history.
for the important duty to be perform- city now planned, would suffice. This Had
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of
care of Itself, which is a pretty!;'0'"
tlmt 1(lna" should bo left to o'clock tills morning thnt King Edward he might have snld some very damagthe statehood bill as it has been re- the valley-woulto a large extent, re hero. Rainfall may not be materially
ported from the committee on terri- turn to the stream and be available greater fhere than here, but the fact good thing to do, besides we opine IpRl"'nllon "'"' ai'e "ot, matters wllh had died, Snnta Fe knew it last even- ing things about, one of his predeceswh,ch
a
18
his
to
consul mional convention hun ing at eight o'clock. Great 1b the As- sors who had posed as something of
the senate, the day to be des- for use further down the river, nut
tories
that an inch of rain in western
personal peace of mind has been
any bll8lle';s to concern Itself,
a reformer ln his day.
sociated Press!
ignated by the governor for the elec- - that which 1b allowed to (low past the 'Kansas or in Oklahoma will last twice greatly enhanced there by."
PAGE POUR.
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hoped more from my novel experiment than that it might prolong my
life for a time. Any ultimato recovery
seemed out of the question. It Is true
that my ultimate recovery is not yet
assured. Serious imprudence, like (indue exposure resulting in a hard cold,
might bring on a relapse which would
Rest Cure, Out Door Life and speedily undo a year's progress. The
fact remains, nevertheless,
that the
Milk Strippings Are
chances, Inslend of being almost hope
Recommended
lessly against me, seem now decidedly
in my favor.
If absolute rest under tho condiHOW TUBERCULOSIS IS CURED tions which I have described could
this result for me, what
might not bo hoped from it in the case
of
one whose disease Is still
Experience of One of the Great

10

HEALTHSEEKERS

in the gonoral mortality list, hut an
equally marked Increase in the mortality from cancer as in the above disease,
Every source of information
shows the same increase throughout
the civilized world. The great general decrease in the United States Is
due chiefly to the lessened mortality
in children under 5 years of age.
from 20 to CO years there is a Bmall
but certain decrease In the general
mortality of two per 1,000. "After

years of age, the gencrnl mortality
has declsevly increased in proportion

IN

NEW
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AT LOW GOST

Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan Tells of the Work
That Is Being Done and Has Been

to population.
All recognized

Accomplished.

under a nine per cent grade while In
the valleys they are much less. Per
NO QUORUM
manent construction Is contemplated
by the use of long life material. Sandy
stretches are macadamized by what Is
culled a sand-claroad bed, the road
is graded up properly and a layer of
sand and clay Is mixed In proper proportion and spread over the road bed School Board
Appointments
In layers for a depth of eight to ten
Will Be Made
Inches, each layer being packed thorThis material makes a hard
oughly.
Later
surface and wears well, the sand relieving the sticky qualities of the clay
when wet and the clay Itself binding the
PRESIDENT SENA SICK IN RED
sand particles together making a solid
1..,
tllOu. ,mfr1.n...
or
temperature

NOJEETI

mlcrobic diseases
have lessened frequency, except pneu
monla und Influenza, but tho Increase
The Good roads commission was propiiatlon was available construction
1
In cancer mortality Is marked.
More
111
created a little over a year ago by an work was started on several differ- or Ab
Where limestone gravel Is abundant And Other Members
Army of Lungers.
complete vital statistics and better
sent-Hi- gh
School
and more accurate diagnosis does not act of tho legislature of llloll, and the ent roads.
road beds are made of this material,
Self-CurWith Fresh Cream.
wisdom of such legislation Is borne
Slnco this commission was created the grade being constructed first, then
explain this Increase, which is roul
Notes.
(By One Getting Well, In the World's
(By Dr. I). J. Ki'ndall.)
out by the results that has been ac- It has actually surveyed and platted a
coating of limestone gravel being
X Work.)
"Tho cure of tuberculosis la a ques sd not apparent.
fey this commission since over mur nunureo miles of roaa, ex- complished
me
in
over
the
cancer
united States tho
spread
wearing surface of the
I got my wiimlng before tuberculo- tion of nutrition; digestion nnd assimThe much discussed meeting of tho
amlned into various roads amounting road bed and thoroughly packed, the
mortality has increased from about Its creation.
sis was very fur advanced, hi the ilation control the situation; make a nine
The commission is comiKisod of tho to something like one thousand miles traveling over tho road bed packs It school board which was to have been
100,000 population in 1850,
per
held last night did not take place, for
Bprlng of 1904 I was drafted Into the patient grow fat and the local disease to twenty-ninIn 1880, forty-thre- e
in tho 'down more and grinds up the finer lack
In Governor, who is tho chairman of the and has actuully constructed
be left to lake care of itself."
of a quorum. And so those who
army of health-seeker- s
1900, and, in the area of official Invos- ordered west. may
of
Into
cement
a
the
portion
gravel
are anxious to know who the teachAs a member
of that great army, Dr. William Osier.
the mortality increased from
tlgutlon,
and
cements
road
bed
the
practically
ers will be next year will have to conThe
whose forces are chiefly concentrated
thing Is to drink 1890 to 1900 to seventy per 100,000
together in one solid piece thus mak- trol their curiosity until later In the
ot milk strippings population.
In or near the cities and towns ot east- large quantities
an excellent road bed.
ing
week
when the board may hold that
ern Colorado, Now Mexico and Arizo- (the very hist of tho milking, which is
This Increase Is universal to the
The cost of constructing sand-claImportant meeting.
na, I was In no way remarkable. My all cream when a proper cow Is select- cities of the United States, as It Is
roads varies from two hundred to six
Two members of the board showed
experience was typical of that of thou- ed). This seems so simple and easy to those of the civilized world. The
hundred dollars per mile according to up at the high school last night, it is
that many refused to follow directions,
sands of others. I became familiar
in
slight discrepancy
the distance the clay has to be drawn said.
favor of the
For some minutes It was
In Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona and and demand medicines to cure them; country districts Is doubtless
and the amount of moisture there Is in thought that a meeting might bo held.
only ap
but there has not yet been discovered
California, In boarding-houses- ,
as tho victims finally go to
health
parent,
the
clay and sand to commence with. It was known that the Hon. Thomas
resorts and sanatoria with most of any medicine that Is a specific for con- tno cities for treatment.
Gravel roads cost about the samo as B, Catron, a member of the board, had
the conditions which are likely to con- sumption.
sand-claIn England one man In eleven over
or
a none to Washington. Then woru was
roads,
possibly
To get tho best results a healthy
front the health-seeke- r
33 years of ago will die of cancer, and
in the west. I
little higher. Simply grading roads received that another member. Dr. .1.
cow should bo selected, one that does
was fortunato enough to get good adone
over prairie lands costs from fifteen A. Rolls, was sick In bed with a senot cough and one that gives very rich en woman In eight; while more wom
vice almost at tho outset (practically
to forty dollars per mile while grad- vere cold. News was received that
die from cancer than from con
milk. A Jersey cow is prefernble. The
with regard to the dangers of oversumption. In the United States one
ing roads over rolling country, where the president of the board, Hon. Joso
milk should always be tested, to be man
out of seventeen over 35 will die
exertion), and wns sensible enough to sure
there is some side hill wo;k but which D. Sena was also ill at his home, sufthat there is a largo per cent of of cuncer, and one woman out
heed it. My misfortune did not Inof
nine
And
be done with a steel grader costs fering from acute Indigestion.
can
cream In It.
will die of it nearly as many as will
volve others, and I was free from serfrom twenty to one hundred and fifty another member of the board. Mea
last
should
milked
be
vThe
into
quart
die
ner
from
to
failed
at
Baca
show
all
ious financial worry. I had inherited a
consumption
up. So there
dollars per mile, varying on the
ages.
separate dish which rests in a large While more women over 23 die from
a rugged constitution and was blessed
natural conditions. Solid rock In was no chance of getting a quorum
a
and
to
with an almost perfect digestion. vessel containing warm water Just suf cancer than consumption, one 'man in
meeting
appoint the teachers
mountainous roads cost all the way
ficient to prevent the strippings from ten over 115 die from
Picacho Hill, Roswell-Carrizozwill have to be held later In the week
Road. Built Ey Good Roads Commission. from one thousand to
consumption, and
Everything considered, I was flghling
thou
several
blood-heat- .
below
cow
The
one woman In fourteen of same age
cooling
under favorablo auspices.
sand dollars per mile. The most ex- or next week.
should be thoroughly cleaned to pre- period. From 33 to 39, one man out
Senior Class.
pensive road construction Is where
During the struggle of four 0" I a vent any dirt from
Into
forty-eight
of
The members of the Senior Class of
the
and one woman out of commission, the commissioner of pub neighborhood of ono hundred miles of the work has to bo done
getting
half years, the advantage was i
by hand labor the
milk, so that the patient can blow thirteen will die from cancer. This lic lands who is the secretary and the road.
school
are hard at work on
high
in large quantities
such as solid
against me. At last, howev ; In back the froth and drink at once with increase nnd proportion Is maintain territorial
The principal roads that have been rock work. Convicts have been used their play "A Tax on Bachelors"
engineer who Is the engthe fall of J 908, the disease scr led out
which will be presented
strnlnlng it, which cools It too ed steadily to the age of 03, after ineer of the commission and under
Thursdav
surveyed and constructed or practic- to a good advantage, the cost of board night.
nbout to win a definite victory. I had much.
which age it gradually but steadily
May 26.
t lie construc
the
whom
of
aro
constructed
Las
supervision
the
the
ally
loVegasconvicts
in
ing
different
no
means
varying
by
given up the fight, hut
It is said that this play will be of
Begin by drinking nearly a pint n diminished as to women. The cancer tion work is done.
Baton and Colorado States Line road calities of the territory from thirty-on- e
my last relapse had been of longer the morning and the same at night; In age as to women Is well established.
particular interest to woman haters
Before
construction
to thirty-fou- r
and
the
Albuquerque-Sant- a
Fe
commencing
cents
road,
duration and my recovery was less crease the
day.
per
to
and those who are worshipers at the
53. and from 43 to old ace In
quantity gradually so that
work on the building of good roads It both of which are a part of the great
have been shrine of
Bridges and culverts
elastic. One or two more relapses, In ten or fifteen
days a full quart will men.
was necessary to make many surveys Scenic Highway, the Silver City- - largely made of reinforced concrete as A. Wood "Single Bliss." Professor J.
and the final phase would undoubtedly be taken twice a day. It should be
spent some time In the high
Estimated In dollars by recognized
this material grows better by age, school auditorium this
set In.
taken Immediately after milking, be- standards of wages, the death rate
morning going
while dangerous places In the moun- over the play with the actors and actIt was certain that I had "worn out fore it has hart time to cool. Take as from cancer alone In the ' United
tains are protected by the use of con- resses. The cast will be announced
the climate; yet to move into a "less much as you can without too much dis States annually, means a loss of about
crete posts connected with steel later.
favorable" climate would, according comfort; then rest two to three minu- $100,000,000. About
of the
chains.
Junior Orations.
to the general opinion, be equivalent tes, drink more and rest again; nnd mortality from surgical conditions
The policy of said commission, judg-froThe Junior class will give a number '
to suicide. Yet, though I was plainly so on until a full quart has been taken. due to cancer.
what
done
has
it
in the past, is of orations, during the commenceThe organ that suffers most from
on the decline, I had not yet reached In about fifteen minutes the
patient
to establish a system of highways ment week
and while all of the subthe stage where the doctor suggests should eat at the table such articles cancer Is the stomach and occurs most
It
where
is
most
needed and to con- jects are not known it is said that
as tactfully as possible that perhaps of food as are known to agree with the frequently In men; while In women
struct
the
In
road
the
difficult
most
s
on
woman suffrage will be
orations
about
of all cases occur In
the patient would be better off at stomach. At noon eat as usual.
parts on such system In a permanent "prominent," for and against.
Just
and the
home, where he could be made more
When the strlppliigs are not allow two organs the womb
manner
what
in
such
event
members
the
leaving
breasts
of the Junior class
and during the
portions,
comfortable.
ed to cool below blood-hea- t
and are
is
U
as
a
think
be
where
can
any
woman
of
left,
body,
of
easily
life, especially the latter
suffrage Is
My instructions were to go to bed taken Immediately after being milked, period
completed by the counties which the not generally known, but as usual, It
and stay in bed, through the coming a full quart will be transfused Into part, about the change of life. Elimi
nate the generative organs of women
system traverses in other words, It is said, there are boys In the class
winter at least, In the open air.
the circulation in a remarkably short u
Is demonstrating what can and should who will oppose It and girls who will
ia irvn inai more men than women
I lost no time about it. While a time.
die from cancer.
be done In the way of building roads, defend it from the rostrum.
Seventy to eighty
I have never seen a patient who
sleeping porch was being built adjoinetc,
per cent of cancers in men occur In
chamber in the could not take the strippings without the
ing a second-stor- y
ATTACKS
The good roads commission 1b also PROSECUTION
alimentary canal, and there
rear of the house, I was installed on a any discomfort
worth mentioning evidence that cancer Is
DEFENSE IN HYDE CASE.
In earnest about completing the Scenic
Increasing
side piazza, where privacy was se when directions were followed strictly, more
among men than worn
Highway across the Pecos forest be
Kansas city, mo.. May 11. Detercured by means of portable screens although some have declared before en. Inrapidly
s
men, about
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas, a task mined attacks were made by tho state
of the
My meals were served In the house, trying that they could not; but when cases occur between
fifty and seventyof formidable magnitude, but which today in the Dr. Hyde murder trial
but I spent nearly twenty-thre- e
hours they delayed taking It for half an five, and tho larger nercentaee
.
si
in
when completed will give the territory upon Mrs. B. C. Hyde's story regarda day In bed. The same regime was hour and the milk had cooled ten de- women
In males
after forty-five- .
a highway second to none in the world ing the whereabouts of her brother
continued when I moved Into my grees, I have seen half a pint make cupations seem to have little
1.
Influence,
ns to scenic beauty and attractiveness
Thomas Swope on tiie night of De.
sleeping-porchMy meals (identical them sick. The great secret of suc though an outdoor life seems to enjoy
as well as solidity and daring of con- cember IS, and the testimony of Dr.
2.with those of the rest of the family cess Is in taking it Immediately after a greater aegree of immunity.
struction. Even as it is now, splendid Hyde's chemists In relation to the forwith the addition of about three pints milking and not allowing it to cool bein the United
States nationality
work has been done on this roadway, mation of hydrocyanic gas in a corpse.
seems
of milk and six raw eggs daily) were low blood-heato
not
full
a
quart
be
taking
conspicuous, but
and it will some day be pointed out Mrs, James H. Clinton of Independnow served in the chamber adjoining, morning and evening and serving milk among Russians and Italians with for
with pride by every loyal New Mexi ence, swore that Mr. Swope teleeign-borone of the windows of which had been that is very rich.
mothers, it seems to occur
phoned TJr. Twyman from her resican.
made into a door. Physical exertion
The following is a typical case; Mrs. at a somewhat earlier age.
dence on December IS, at the time
Cancer occurs most frequently as n
was reduced pretty nearly to the mini- A. E. was suddenly startled to find
when Mrs. Hyde testified he was at
DISTRICT COURT IN
mum.
I got up for my meals (dress- that her weight was forty pounds be- rule, In parts of the body easy of in
Mrs. Swope's residence with her. Mrs.
i
SESSION
AT
TAOS,
Clinton said Mr. Swope held someing was a mere matter of putting on low normal. She was coughing terribly spectlon, examination ami trentmont
Concrete Culvert, Rpswell-Carrizozbaths, and and soon had a very profuse hem- It is believed that the Injuries and dis
slippers and bath-robeRoad, By Good Roads Commission.
John R. McFie is Kept Very thing In his right lhand while teleJudge
eases
to
Incident
childbirth and lacer
an alcohol rub at "bedtime."
Mr. Swope then testified
phoning.
orrhage from the lungs that came near
Busy Band Serenades Him In
that it was capsules said to have
The rapidity of my improvement un- taking her life. She at once began atlon form the chief basis or reason
Token of Popularity.
for
the
common
occurrence
cancer
of
and determine upon tho engineering .Mogollon road and the Roswell-Carr- i
der these conditions was astonishing. the use of the milk strippings after
"District court for Tnos county con contained cyanide, which were dropIn womb or breast. Infection of these
Two
I began to put on flesh at once; within the hemorrhage was stopped, nnd after
vened here last Monday, Judge John ped by Dr. Hyde that he held.
features bow such work should be zozo road.
'
,
be
parts
may
but
without
Important,
of
scientists, Professor Paul Schweitzer
ten or fifteen days she found that she
three or four weeks my dally fever
R.
done.
McFie,
presiding.
These roads that have been con
from one to two degrees had disap- had gained nearly a pound a day. She the previous damage would be far
"Charles C. Catron, assistant dis and Professor H. F. Cady, swore that
The commission was In the first structed have been either built with
less
This is mentioned be
trict attorney, of Santa Fe, was as it is Impossible for the amalgamation
peared; my cough steadily diminished. was soon able to get out of bed and causefrequent.
of the well known fact that retho
fact
or
convicts
place handicapped through
through tho
to this term of court as prose- of formaldehyde and ammonia to proBy New Year's my clothes
(which I go around the house. She continued
pair and timely cure is preventive of that the act provided that the money system as it is very difficult to meas signed
cutor, and Frank W. Shearon. clerk. duce hydrocyanic acid in a dead body.
had put on only once before, at to gain quite rapidly; and as her
to be used in the construction of the ure up the construction
con
cancer, in large degrees. It is equalwork
The testimony in the Hyde murder
also of the same place. H. L. Ortiz,
Thanksgiving) had become so tight weight and strength Increased her ly true that a'
good roads should be collected from a nected with the building of roads also of Santa
ragged tooth bv its con
as to be uncomfortable.
A normals cough decreased. When she had gain- stant
Fe, was appointed offi- trial closed finally at 2:30 this
irritation of tongue or moutih or levy of one mill which did not become when let by contract and in this other
cial interpreter, as Is necessarily cus
temperature and an expanding waist- ed thirty pounds In about three or tne lips by the constant and
long available for use until about Decern- method the commission has been able tomary, to take care of the translation
line! the rigors of a winter were easy months, her cough left her. I had her time use the pipe-stein
will,
by
of testimony and arguments given In for not less than one year, nor more
to bear.
continue the same diet for six or eight jury or direct
infection, invite degen
English, that members of the jury who than two on each charge. The reNor were these rigors so severe as weeks longer; she gained ten pounds erative ulceration.
This constant me
speak only Spanish might understand mainder of the criminal cases are set
might be supposed. And "graduate" more and then would not take on chanical irritation and Its effects will
all charges of the judge, arguments for hearing ou fixed dates, the court
of an Adirondack santtorlum can testi- more flesh. By that time she was as apply to every part of the body suband examinations by attorneys
and being desirous to dispose of all cases
fy that it is possible to sleep In a tem- well as she ever had been, and con- jected to it, such as moles and warts.
Goffer ith concretm
during this term.
testimony given by witnesses and
culverts across rood
perature well below zero with entire tinued well after the strippings were Personal hygiene and whatever conHead Bed- - Limestone
wrrerw needed,
Torin. 'inis of necessity
consumes
"Judge McFie manifested considergravel 0"ihkk
of discontinued.
g
comfort. I wore no
duces to cleanliness tends to prevent
valuable time but Mr. Ortiz, who is able and awakening interest in the
Laos rocM with lorqcst
She took no medicine after the the occurrence of cancer.
any sort, day or night. During tho
on the bottom:
himself an attorney and a fluent speak criminal docket and the criminal busi'orKnrfe ttttr
day, while propped up In bed reading, hemorrhage was stopped except a lit
ire fa prevent
er and writer in both languages. Is ness liable to come before the court.
afertron inorktrta
I wore a hunter's jacket lined with tle peilsin and some other digestive NATIONAL TRIBUTE TO
nto road bed and
i man who fills the position most com He delivered an address for two hours
Hand laid
and a simple remedy to case the
DECEASED
sheepskin, In addition to a
KING.
ajiiry if out.
petently. The court appointed Dona- - to the grand jury on ttieir duties,
wall
retaining
col"'w
turn
the
On cold days I could
London, May 11. Parllamnet met
cough.
clano Qulntana official Interpreter to dwelling at length on the crimes that
at large rocHs. i
PLANS onei SPECF" ICR TIONS
I do not remember any case that folthis afternoon to pay national tribute
lar above my ears. At night, the pillow
the grand jury and Mrs. G. F. Mc.N'ltt have been recently
committed at
far
below and the blankets above afforded lowed the directions strictly that was to the memory of King Edward and
as court stenographer. The following Penasco and vicinity, and the necessi
CONSTRUCTION
of
(tOfSDS
benot
this
mention
cured.
I
welcome
ample protection.
bailiffs are also ou duty: Court bail- ty of punishment therefore.
George V. A message from
in
I have found the same diet, when the new monarch in which
cause the fresh air benefited my scalp
SOLID HOCK SIDE HILL WORK.
iffs: Malaqulas Martinez, Jr., Genaro
he anThe grand jury mis also returned
as well as my lungs. My hair thicken- above directions were carried out care- nounced the death of his father and
former Sheriff
Agullar, Y. Felix Trujillo. Grand jury Indictments against
ed perceptibly.
fully, equally successful In increasing his own ascension was read in both
Francisco M. Martinez for assaulting
bailiff, Daniel I'aciicco.
By the middle of May, 1909, my the weight and strength of those run houses, which subsequently
"The
Juan
term
Herrera with Intent
are and beating
grand jury for this
adopted
from other addresses of condolence and congratuns follows: Fred MeCnbe, of Taos, be- to kill with a deadly weapon, namely
lungs had healed to such an extent down and debilitated
that my physician could hardly detect causes.
lations tp the king.
ing elected foreman. Fred McCabe, a bludgeon; Ellseo Fernandez for dis
her, 1909, but in spite of the hick of to save for the territory the contracOpen Air Life Prevents Cancer.
Jose L. Gonzales, Timoteo Romero, charging a gun on the person of Cll- any "moisture." My cough, though it
tor's
Increase?"
on
the
"Is cancer
profit.
funds many surveys were Immediate
Simon Lopez, Donaciano
Justice of the Peace In Trouble
had not wholly disappeared was comArchuleta maco Medina; Fraucisca Medina, for
so
This question,
frequently asked, Caslmlro Dlmas, Justice ot the peace ly commenced before tho regular ap
The natural conditions of the territ- Louis Maestas, Floyd Hamblen, Fran attacking a woman named Juanltti M.
paratively Infrequent, My weight had
affirmaIn
Is
the
answered
generally
at a little placo on the upper Tecos, propriation was available. The cost ory are generally favorable for cheap cisco Marcarenas, Pollnario Sintns, Gonzales and pointing and dischargincreased from less than 130 to more
than 180 pounds. Even to so enthu tive. In the medical profession and was taken to Las Vegas to answer the ot making these surveys was paid by and easy maintenance of good roads 'oblns Lujan, Jose M. Cortez, Cornello ing a gun at her. The next criminal
is prevathe
belief
the
rest-cur- e
among
people
siastic an advocate of the
chnrge of having appropriated 145 col- donations In many Instances and in when they have been properly con Vigil, Adan Martinez, Francisco Var case heard was that against Romual- as I had become, It seemed rather ah lent that cancerous diseases are on the lected In fines to his own use Instead others out of a small amount of money structed, the rainfall being light and gas, Marcos Romero, Facundo Medina, do Suazo, who pleaded guilty to tho
This belief is based chiefly of
Burd to continue to spend all my time Increase.
llion over from the El Camino Real the natural material good. Grades In Antonio Salazar, Jacinto Trujillo, Fe- charge of assault with a deadly weapturning it over tho county
on statistical data furnished by the
on on Teolllo Bnrela. Court sentenced
in bed.
Ifund, tints, by the time the first mi the mountainous country nre being kept lipe Guttman.
and advanced
"The jury panel as finally made up him to the penitentiary for one year.
Little by little, very cautiously, I most highly civilized
conseems
Is
of
and
countries
t.ie world,
ns follows:
Elfego
Belt, Luis Francisco Medina also pleaded guilty
have resumed normal habits. I still
clusive. A yeaf ago the Pathological
Emllo Martinez, Abellno to drawing and threatening with a
Welngert
spend a good part of the day in the Institute of Berlin Issued a report that
Erineo
Cnrola,
Galves, Manuel Ross, deadly weapon. He was given thirty
open air nnd sleep In my porch no the mortality from cancer hail, since
Abrlel Garcia, Joso Trujillo,
Rafael days ta jail and fined $100 and costs,
one who has accustomed himself to re
4 to 14 per cent
increased
from
1S73,
Pablo
Baca,
Garduno, Tomas Ri- in tkWilt of paying said fine to be
freshing sleep in the open will ever in German'.
The registrar general's
vera, Charles Craig, Simon Gonzales. confined until such fine was paid.
willingly return to a stuffy chamber. report of vital statistics for England
David Struck, Jesus M. Bnrela, Knus-ti"A divorce case was also disposed
Three laboratory examinations of my and Wales in 1908 showed a great InSunzo, Alfredo Qulntana, Fellber- - of this week, Maxtmlano Vallejos
sputum, at Intervals of more than a crease In tho mortality from cancer,
In .leantett and Junn A. Chavez.
1
suing for a divorce on the ground of
i
i
s t
,
I
,4 .
month, have failed to discover any tu- and In a special investigation, embracj
"After the Impanelling of the juries desertion, against Teresa Vallejos,
bercle bacilli. For the first time In ing twenty different countries (includthe civil docket was called nnd nil Divorce was granted and applicant
five years, it seems reasonable to hope ing our own) It is tho expressed belief
cases set for trial on specified dates. given custody of their two children.
' I he case of
that before long I can safely resume that the disease shows a tendency to
or cases dismissed, unless good cause
Martinez,
resomewhat
a moderately active, If
was shown for continuance.
increase in recent years. Thero Is
charged with assaulting and beating
signifithe
stricted life. In estimating
an exception to tinis In women under
"The criminal docket was then call- Junn Herrera wns on trial Thursday
cance of this statement it should be GO.
ed, Hie first ense being that of the mid Friday and the case was before
borne in mind that when my real rest-curSwitzerland and the Netherlands are
Territory against Jose Fresques AbeyJ the jury all day, resulting In an acIncnot
an
was
out
mine
tho
of
tho
countries
twenty
began,
only
li.i, which was coiuiuuea with alias quittal about 6 o'clock last night.
warrants.
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MAYOR

OF ALAMOQORDO
SENDS IN STRONG

VETO.

Ha Oppose Lowering the Saloon
From Three to Thousand
Year.
Dollars
Alamogordo, N. M May 7. To tho
Board of Trustees of the Village of
Alamogordo, N. M.:
Gontlomen: As mayor of the village of Alamogordo, I withhold my apfor the
proval of Ordinance No.
following reasons:
"An
OrdiThe ordinance Is entitled
nance Amending Section 8 of Ordinance No. 6" passed by board of trustees of the village of Alamogordo, approved by the mayor on the 15th. day
of March, 1910.
The object of the proposed amendment is to reduce the amount to be
paid for a retail liquor dealer's llcenso
from three to two thousand dollars
per annum.
On the 15th day of March Inst, by
a unanimous voto of the board of
trustees, amount for said license was
fixed at $3,000. After that and on the
Bth dny of April, 1910, an election was
held for the purpose of electing village
officers, aWwhich election the action
of the board in fixing the liquor license at three thousand dollars was
fully ratified.
It now appears that the Alamogordo
Improvement Company has succeeded
In getting a majority of the bonrd to
change their minds, and has secured
the passage of the ordinance reducing
the amount from three to two thousand dollars.
The Alamogordo Improvement Company, a corporation, organized under
the laws of the territory of New Mox-Ico- ,
has, by a reservation in Its deeds
of conveyance, provided that no Intoxicating liquors shall be sold In the
town of Alamogordo, except on a certain block of ground owned by the
company, and from the time of s organization as a town company, '' has
monopolized the sale of lntox' 'ting
drinks In tho town of Alamr- ordo,
and it Is an undisputed fact tl it at
one time, the Alamogordo Improve-men- t
Company, because of its said monopoly, received rental on Its snloon
exbuilding, a structure not worth to
ceed the sum of two thousand dollars,
of six hundred dollars per month. Now
the Improvement Company complains
that It can not afford to pay the sum
heretofore fixed by the board. In oth
er words, the Improvement Company
asks the board, In fixing the sum to
he paid for the license, to take into
consideration the number of drinks
sold over the bar. If the bonrd is to
take into consideration the profits to
be derived from the business, then I
will suggest that the license be placed
on sliding scale, o that the amount
in ho nold for the license shall be
based upon the profits of the business.
Then, if the municipal corporation
should desire an increased revenue
from the liquor traffic, It should pass
an ordinance requiring Its officers to
render efficient aid in building up the
traffic In the sale of drinks.
As already stated, tho Alamogordo
Improvement Company has created a
monopoly in itself for the sale of Intoxicating drinks. It Is therefore In
no position to oomplnln of tho former
action of the board of trustees. It Is
an axiomatic principle of equity that
a party seeking equity, "should come
into court with clean hands."
It has long been the policy of the
law to restrain the sale of Intoxicating
liquors. The evil of the traffic, both
in itself and In Its influence, ia recognized by the courts. "The theory of
the law Is that It is to be tolerated
only: never to be encouraged."
An appeal has been made to me,
that unless the license Is reduced, we
will antagonize the Improvement Company. My answer to this, la that I
will at all times both In my official
and individual capacity, support the
company In all its laudable undertakings, but at the same time, I ask that
the Alamogordo Improvement Company refrain from antagonizing a majority of the people of Alamogordo.
I have faith In the future of Alamogordo, but am not willing to assent
to the proposition that Its prosperity
depends upon the success or failure
of a saloon.
On this question of liquor license,
the issue Is squarely presented as to
whether or not the municipality or the
Alamogordo Improvement Company
shall fix the amount to be paid for
liquor license. Believing as I do that
the power to fix the amount of license
is vested in our municipality, and believing that a large majority of our
people are in favor of the amount as
heretofore fixed by ordinance, I decline to afBx my official signature of
approval to the ordinance providing
for a reduction of the amount to be
paid for a retail liquor license.
BYRON SHERRY,
Mayor.
"
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will clear the sour stomach,
sweeten the breath and create a healthy appetite. They promote the flow
of gaBtrlc Juice, thereby Inducing good
digestion. Sold by all druggists.

FEAN8 TO
8HINE AT COMMENCEMENT.

SANTA

Fred Muller, Jr., and

Millet

Smith

Clancy Prominent In 1910 Clasi
at Military Institute,

There are two Santa Feans who will
be proud of their sons on May 21 when
the commencement exercises of the
New Moxlco Military Institute will be
held at Roswell.
They are Captain
Fred Muller and Assistant Attorney
The forGeneral Harry S. Clancy.
mer has a son, Fred Mullor, Jr., who
is attondlng Ihe Institute and has been
elected president of tho class of 1910.
The latter also has a son at the Institute, His name Is Millet Smith Clancy, and he has been elected valedictorian of the class.
Invitations to tho commencement
exerclsos have boen received here and
it 1b thought a number of Santa Feans
interested In the lnstituto will attend
thorn,

GLOBE TROTTER 8PEND8
NIGHT IN 8ANTA FE.

INSPECTING

He la Walking Around
the World
From San Diego, Cal., to Adver-

tise

Henry Stewart, globe trottor and
wit, spent last night In Santa Fe, on
a walking trip around the world and
Incidentally boosting the San Diego-PanamMr.
exposition In 1916.
Stewart Is a hale und hearty man of
'
and
about sixty, with wlilte beard
strong face and makes a business of
San
started
He
from
"walking".
Diego
on February 14, walked Into Moxlco,
baclt Into Arizona, to the Roosevelt
(lam, to Globe to Kl Paso and Juarez
and left for Antonlto from here this
morning bound for St. Paul, Minn.,
whero he will bo prrsonted with a
gold star, thence to Chicago where
a gold rod will bo presented
him,
thence to Detroit, Toronto, Quebec.
From Canada he will sail for Ireland,
will walk through Scotlnnd, Wales and
England anil then will cross the
clmnnel to France, climb the Pyrenees
Into Spain, walk to Gibraltar, sail to
Malta, back to Sicily, will tour Italy,
will be given an audience by the Pope
at Koine, and then will walk through
the principal countries of Europe,
A1h, Africa and Australia expecting
to return to San Diego in time for the
exposition In 1915. Mr. Stewart Is a
native of England lint is an American
citizen. As ho hud escaped enumeration lima far, Oio wus gobbled up by
tho sleuths of the census bureau In
Sanla Fe and was promptly put down
on the census rolls.
RECEIVER MULLER MAKES
- REPORT FOR APRIL.
Captnln Fred Muller, receiver of
Iho local land office completed his report of business done during the
month of April. ' The report Is conclusive proof that the desire for homesteads Is still keen and will likely
coutinuo so for some time. The report is as follows:
Under the act of February 19, 1909
original homestead entries, 57; acreage 13.S79.C7: fees, $343, and commissions $320.35.
Finnl homestead entries, HI; nrea,
4.5!1.6; and commissions, $170.05.
Soldiers' homestead entries, 1; area
120: and rate $2.50.
entries, 110;
Original homestead

area,

20,210.86: fees, $1,303 nnd commissions, $817.73.
Original desert land entries, 22;
area, :i.2i.aJ, and purchase price
$f! 19.55.
Commuted homestead
entries, 38;
nrea, G,7:!0.C9, nnd purchase price
?7.1C3.

Reservoir

declaratory

2, acreage, 80.

statements,

Excesses,
ey, $30.90.
FIFTY-ON-

$3G.41

FEATHER

CLUB

Organization for Outdoor Sports Fort Summer Does Not Get NaIs Incorporated at
tional Guard Company at
Roswell.
Present.
Governor Mills today appointed William W. White of Havener, Curry
county, a notary public.
Takes Convict to Albuquerque.
Mounted Policeman Rafael tiomez
today took Henry Maynard, a U. S.
prisoner at the penitentiary, to Albuquerque to testify in a case on trial
(here.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were Pled today by the Fin and Fealher Club of
Is $10,-00Tho capitalization
Itoswe'l.
divided into 25 shares and the paid
Tho
up capital $2,400.
incorporators
and directors are: H. P. Saunders,
B.
H.
Jewel
P.
t,
Ucorge
Ilassett, W. A.
Johnson, J. E. lthea and John T.
each subscribing to one share
of stock.
District Court.
The removal of Receiver Charles C.
Murray of the New Mexico Central
railroad Is asked for in an intervening
petition filed today In the case of the
Independent Steel and Wire Company
vs. The New Mexico Central Railroad
Company, the Intervenors being X. C.
Hunter and John Mcfilashan,
who
hold claims for $12,000 against the
company. Tho petition for intervention was granted by Judge McFie and
sixty duys given for answer. The complaint is quite voluminous and goes
minutely In tho financial history of
the Santa Fe Centra!, Ihe New Mexico Central, the Albuquerque Eastern,
the Pennsylvania Development and
Dominion Construction
companies,
and makes rather Btartling charges
Receiver
against
Murray.
A touch of rheumatism, or a twinge
of neuralgia, whatever the trouble is,

Chamberlain's Liniment drives away
the pain at once and cures the complaint quickly. IFrst application1 gives
relief. Sold by all druggists.
DR. J. P. WAGNER AFTER
EL PASO HOTEL

Ill Paso's first definite hotel propo
ENTRIE8
sition was made to the hotel commit
FOR SATURDAY'S CONTEST.
tee of the chamber of commerce lunch

Big Atheletlc Meet at Messilla
Park of Southwestern Athletic
Federation on May 7.

Agricultural College. N. M.. Mav 5.
Preparations are now complete for
the first big athletic meot of the
Southwestern Amateur Athletic Federation, which Ib to be held here on
May 7th. From all indications this
will be the largest and most Important
track athletic event which has yet
been held In this nart of the south
west, as the schedule of the meet calls
for teams from Arizona, Texas, Mexico and New Mexico. Although it Is
anticipated that one or two of theso
will

not

be

able

to be

repre

sented at the coming meet, there will
still be enough entries to make it an
A
Imnnrlnnt and decisive event.
steam roller and sprinkler are now at
work on the grounds and the tracks
will be In a condition whicn win mane
It likely that some territorial records
will be broken.
Thn Federation Includes most of the
nrlnclnal towns of Arizona, New Mex
ico, west Texas, and one or two teams
from the Mormon colonies in northern
Mexico.
Flftv-onatbleteB have so far en
tered for Saturday's contest, thirty
four of theso being from outside or

New Mexico.

Governor Mills accompanied Territorial Engineer . Vernon L. Sullivan
this morning on a trip up tho Scenic
Highway In Sanla Fe canon and over
the Dalto divide to within a few miles
of the Pecos. Part of the trip was
taken In a carriage and the remainIt Is Governor
der on horseback.
Mills' desire to acquaint Jiiinself in
to
detail with the work necessary
place the road In good condition and
to complete it to tho Pecos.
No Admission for This Company.
The Home Flro Insurance Company
of Salt Lake, Utah, which has asked
for blanks for admission Into this territory, has been notified by Insurance
Commissioner Jacobo Chaves that
the Home Fire Insurance Company of
New York is already operating in this
territory and that under the law. no
olher company of the same or simi
lar name can be admitted 10 do busi
ness.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed Joel
Garrison
of Leach, Roosevelt counJ.
ty, a notary public.
Saturday Half Holiday at Capitol.
Beginning with today, the office of
Secretary Nathan Jaffa nnd other
offices In the cnpltol will observe Sat
urday half holiday, an annual sum
mer custom.
No National Guard for Fort Sumner.
Adjutant General Brookes today re
gretfully Informed the patriotic people
of Fort Sumner that their ambition for
a National Guard Company can not
be gratified at present, for two reasons, lack of equipment and lack of
a drill hall at Fort Sumner.
District Court,
In the district court for Rio Arriba
counly two suits were Hied today by
the El Rito Mercantile Company, a
consisting of Vences-laJaramillo and J. S. Hamilton, vs.
Geronlmo Martinez and Sllvlano Martinez, on an open account for $112.87
and against W. P. Shape for bnlance
due on note amounting to $1)4.2;!.

GOOD

First

teams

AND

NEEDS
(University)
commissions Offers to Secure
Sixty Per Cent of
the Capital Needed for Big Strucand purchase mon
ture In Pass City.
LUNA COUNTY HAS

Territorial
selection
acreage, 3,144.01 and
$408.

Rather Startling Petition Filed Governor Mills Determined
in District Court for Santa
to Make Splendid Road
Available
Fe County
FIN

eon Thursday by Dr. John P. Wagner
representing eastern capitalists, who
will erect the modern Do Vargas hotel
in Santa Fe, of wthich Mr. Wagner has
complete charge.
In lis final analysis, the proposition
made by Dr. Wagner Is that the inter
ests which he represents are willing
to put up 60 per cent of the cost of
securing a site and erecting a half
million dollar hotel in El Paso if the
business men would subscribe for the
remaining 40 per cent of tho stock.
"El Paso needs a lintel as bad as
Santa Ke does," said Mr. Wagner in
comparing the hotel situation of the
two cities. "Throughout the territory,
wherever I talked of Santa Fe as being
an Ideal place for a hotel, the people
would immediately tell me that while
Santa Fe may be all right as a summer resort, El Paso has it beat as a
winter resort. The time is now ripe
and has been ripe for some time for
a hotel whero the high class traveling
public will come here and enjoy the
cllmato and other advantages
offered by EI Paso. There has been much
uiscussion as to the cost, the size and
I
profits to be made from a hotel.
have never been a cheap man nnd
don't think that the men of EI Paso
believe in cheap things. We want to
for
forget the small propositions,
El Paso,
nothing Is impossible in
whero you can get anything you want
If you go after it."
Mr. Wagner left for Hie east Thursday evening to confer wllh the capitalists he represents regarding the hotel
project.

ROADS

COMMITTEE.

Denting Chamber of Commerce Takes
the Lead in the Movement
An Exhibit Room.

The board
Demlng, N. M., May 7
of directors of the chamber of commerce created a good roads committee for the purpose of improving the
roads of Luna county.
The roads
problem is comparatively simple In
Luna county. The country Is level,
and adobe dirt can be scraped up almost anywhere that makes excellent
grading material. The committee Is
of the following persons:
composed
Dr. J. C. Molr, chairman H. G. Bush,
R.
Dr.
G. Hoffman, N. A. Bolich, and
Morris Nordhans.
S. A. Birchfield, who left Demlng a
few months ago to take charge of a
ranch for the Fernandez Cattle Com
pany at San Mateo, is here buying a
carload of horses for use on
the
ranch.
Mrs, Domlnlek, who has been visit
ing at the home of Major James R.
Waddill, left this afternoon for her
home in Kansas City,
The chamber of commerce Is instal
ling an exhibit room In the office ad
joining the office of the secretary in
the Deckert building. This room is
being made very neai and attractive
and will contain a representative ex
hibit of fruit, vegetables and various
farm crops grown In the Mimbres val

ESCAPE OF
YOUNG DELIVERY MAN.

Call for the Annual Convention Which Albuquerque Teamster Dragged Half a
Block
Kicked In Head and
Will Be Held In Denver Septem.
Rendered Unconscioue.
ber 6, 7 and B, 1910.

Denver, Colo., May 10, 1910.
To the Comrades of Our Great Or
ganization, Greeting:
The seventh national encampment,
United Spanish War Veterans will be
held In Denver, September 6, 7, and
The executive committee In
H, 1910.
charge have begun active preparations
and hereby extend to each and every
comrade a cordial Invitation to be
with us. This encampment will be
the largest, the best, and all around
the most successful ever held by the
United Spanish War Veterans.
Denver's reputation as a convention
city is too well established to require
any remarks. Her (handling of the
conclave Knlphts Templars In
KH2, tho splendid 3lllh encampment
G. A. It. In 11)03, and the grout Democratic convention of !)08 place her
at tho top notch as a convention city.
The great city auditorium, seating
15,000. is nt our disposal.
Our hotel and railroad accommodations are unexcelled; the committee
on hotel and accommodation will issue
a booklet about Juno 1st giving in detail all needed Information on this
subject. It Is too early to dilate on
the many special features and form of
entertainment being planned. A few,
liowever, will merit your attention at
this time.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt will be
with us. The Rough Riders will hold
one of (heir famous reunions.
A number of regimental reunions
are being planned.
And tho Sacred Snalx! Don't forget
the Snalx. The Grand Lair of Colorado, Military Order of the Serpent, is
preparing to entertain you in a manner never before attempted. Grand
Illuminated night pageant, when the
Sacred Serpent will wiggle Us way
through our magnificent streets to receive tho homage of all true compan
ion Snalx, and to strike terror to the
heart of the trembling poslulant, to
be followed by the most harrowing
initiation ever conceived.
Then there will be tihe banquet tho
great military parade, the grand ball,
sightseeing, side trips to the foothills
and to our splendid mountain resorts,
the famous
Pike's Peak, Manitou,
Cripple Creek district, and Ihe "Back
of
the
bone"
continent, the Great
Divide.
There will not be an Idle moment
during convention week. Now is the
time for you to begin your preparations. Convention clubs are being organized all over the United States.
Start one in your camp, and see that
your camp and your department are
well represented: and don't forget to
have the boys come uniformed.
Commander-in-Clile-

Glhon

f

will

come to Denver, escorted by his old
Cam
stromt.
rompann seventy-fivyou not do your camp or department
commander a similar honor?
Now, comrades, this is just a preli
minary announcement. More and defi
later.
nite information will follow
Don't hesitate, however, to write us
for any special information, and above
all, don't delay in organizing a con
ventlon club, and making your ar
rangements to be with us. The de
partment of Colorado in general Gen
eral Henry W. Lawton Camp No. 1,
and general Joe Wheeler Camp No.
9 in particular, Join the committee in
extending to every comrade of Hie
United Spanish War Veterans, and to
the Ladles' Auxiliary, an earnest and
cordial invitation to come to Denver
and help us make this the banner
convention.
Fraternally yours,
LOUIS F. L. GUTHNER,
Chairman.
Robt. F. Slivers, A. E. Daman, H. E.
Gougar, W. P. Marllndale, Wm. C.
Danks, John J. Harding, Guy A.
Smith, T. Sherman Follz, Geo. O.
Heiinlngs, Committee on Publicity aud
Invitation.
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
tonic and restorative and a prompt
corrective of all urinary Irregularities.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow&

Co.

THOMAS W. EN03 DIES
OF HEART

FAILURE.

ley.

hesitate about giving Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy to children. It
ISLETA INDIAN FREED
IN DISTRICT COURT,
contains no opium or other narcotics
and can be given with Implicit confi
dence.
Evidence Against Him Was Not Suffi
As a quick cure for coughs
and colds to which children are sus
cientJohn E. Klrsch Up for
conin
Pills
contain
Foley Kidney
Trial.
Sold by
ceptible, It Is unsurpassed.
centrated form Ingredients of estab- all
druggists.
relief
value
the
lished
for
therapeutic
Albuquerque, N. M, May 7. Jojola,
euro of all kidney and bladder ailan Indian from Islota, charged with and
TO SELLING LIQUOR
& OPPOSED
ments.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
nsKniiltln
another Indian from like
IN HOUSES OF SHAME.
Co.
In
same pueblo, was freed by a Jury
the district court yesterday afternoon
Chicago, May 9. Thirty brewers,
on the Instructions of Judge Ira A. WOMEN WANT TO COME IN
ON "COMMISH" GOVERNMENT. Including some of the largest In the
Abbott, the testimony being very
country, have joined the Chicago po
ague nnd not sufficient to substantl
San Antonio, Texas, May 9 If the lice In their crusade against selling
ato so serious a charge.
These
The case of John E. Klrsch, charged Woman's Club of this city has its liquor In tenderloin resorts.
witn assaulting with a knife, a barber way, San Antonio's endeavor to get brewers have given Police Chief
named Sevier, was at once taken up. a commission form of government Stewart a written guarantee that they
It will likely go to the Jury tills morn- will not be without suffragette fea- will assist in preventing the sale of
A
tures.
resolution
unanimously intoxicating liquors In all resorts In
ing when the case of Frank Hall the
by that organization Insists the city and will not deliver beer to
negro who severely injured Minnie adopted
In a gentle wny that the women, one-ha- any resort that has been placed tin- Dows, a negro woman by striking her
of thereabouts of tflie city's popu- del the ban.
In tho face with a dish, will be tried
The complaint against Hall Is unique lation, should not be overlooked.
from the fact that the Information al Whether the Woman's Club wauts a ROOSEVELT HAS ATTACK
OF BRONCHITIS.
leges that a dish Is a deadly weapom vote for women on everything or only
The Hall affair will be remembered on such mailers as education and sanIs
not
itation
the
Mood
case
so
However
and Equal
In a Joking
quite certain,
because the woman was
soverely
to the Strain of a Visit to
injured by a blow from U10 dish that being under udvisement.
she
was
a
lime
it
Germany.
might
thought
for
MISSING TAILOR IS
Stockholm, May 9. Mr. Roosevelt
not recover.
'
LOCATED IN OKLAHOMA. left this morning for Merlin. His
voice Is husky, giving evidence of a
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No.
Fort Sumner Is to Have Another Lum- slight atlnek of bronchitis, but bo Is
143, Dept. III., G. A, R.
ber Yard Important Business
feeling well and is in a joking mood
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the
himself altogether
and considered
Interests Consolidated.
nbove Post, Kcwaneo, III., writes:
Fort Sumner. N. M., May 7. Tho equal to a visit to Germany.
"For a oner t me I was bothered witn
backache and pains across my
missing tailor that caused tho 'town
What Everbody Wants.
About two months ago I start so much aneciilatlon has been discov
Everliody desires good health which
ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon ered In Oklahoma, but the mystery of
unless the kidneys are
saw they were doing just as claimed. I his departure hna not yet been exsound nnd healthy. Foley's- - Kidney
kept on taking them nnd now I am plained.
Another lumper yard la being stock Remedy should be taken at tho first
free from bnckoche. and tho painful
The Hereford Indication of any irregularity, and a
bladder misery Is all gone. I like Fo ed In Fort Sumner.
bo
Fo
ley Kidney Pills bo well that I nave Company, of Texas, associated with serious Illness may will averted.
restoro your
told mnnv of mv friends and comrades Mm itnrkwnli lumber neonle. having ley's Kidney Remedy
alrout them and shall recommend yards over the south has bought klndnoys and blndder to their normal s
them at every opportunity." Sold by ground and Is stocking up hero. This stato and activity. Sold by Stripling-Burrow& Co,
& Co,
s
Stripling-Burrowgives Fort Sumner two yards.
Never

NARROW

MUST
When

I
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Exposition,

UNITED SPANISH WAR
VETERANS ENCAMPMENT.

HE

Was Industrial Teacher at the U. S.
Indian School for Past Eight
Years
Funeral Tomorrow.

Albuquerque, N. M., May 5. Chas.
V. Ksirs, a young man employed as a
had
dellveryuian by Flank Trotter,
such a narrow escape from death in
a runaway accident yesterday morning that he Is only just beginning to
realize what really happened to him.
Mr. Ksirs was one of the delivery-meIn tho accident a few mornings
ago when an employe of the American
Lumber Company by the name of Mar-tlne- z
waB severely Injured.
Yesterday morning oil North Sixth
street, Mr. Ksirs was just climbing
to tho driver's seat on this delivery
wagon, when hlH horse gave a lurch,
throwing the driver between the sintho
horse. He was
gle tree and
caught in such a way that he could
not extricate himself and the frightened animal began to rim dragging
the driver for nearly half a block.
Ksirs, who was entirely unable to
help himself In any way, then fell under ihe heels of the flying horse. The
animal kicked him on the head rendering him partly unconscious. He
also received a kick on the right
thigh, which almost tore his clothing
from his body. Another blow from
the horse's hoofs knocked hhn under
the wheels. One wheel passed over
the thumb of his left hand, mashing
it and another wheel ran over his
right hand.
"It all happened so quickly that 1
didn't realize what was taking place,'
he said yesterday. "I can not yet understand how 1 escaped with my life.
The horse I was driving was knocked
down in the accident of a few days
ago and since then hus shown a disposition to run at the slightest provocation. After the accident, I got up,
dusted dirt from my clothing, caught
the horse and went on with my work,
all hough I was hardly able to walk. I
didn't begin to realize what luck I hud
in escaping mere serious injury until
I got back to the store."
Mr. Trotter said that he would send
Ihe delivery horse to the country for
a while as it was so nervous he did
not consider it safe to drive for some
time.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment 'of Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Snoop, of
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
this book for some discouraged, disheartened sufferer! Do a simple act
Point out this way to
of humanity!
relief!
Sur
certain
quick and
prise some sufferer, by first getting from me the booklet and the test.
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
Stripllng-llurroW-

&

Co.

AT NEW
COMMENCEMENT
INSTITUTE.
MEXICO MILITARY

The following Is the commencement
program at the New Mexico Military
Institute at Roswell:
Saturday, May 21st,
8:00 a. m. Guard Mount.
9:00 a. m. Battalion Inspection.
5:30 p. m. Battalion Parade.
Sunday, May 22nd.
11 n. m. Sermon to Cadets by Rev.
Dr. George Fowler, In New Auditorium.
5 p. m.
Battalion Parade.
Monday, May 23d, "Alumni Day."
10 a. m. Alumni Meeting In New
Auditorium.
2:40 p. m. Baseball Game, Alumni
against Cadets.
5:00 p. .m Battalion reviewed by
Alumni.
8:30 p. m. Governor's reception, to
be given by citizens of Roswell In
Armory, to Governor Mills nnd staff.
Tuesday, May 24th,
9:40 a. m. Firing salute to Gover
nor.
9:43 a. m. Butt's Manual.
10 a. m. Competitive drill.
11 a. m.
Inspection by Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes.
5 p. m.
Escort of color.
5:30 p. m. Battalion reviewed by
Governor Mills and staff.
9 p. m.
Commencement ball (spe
cial Invitation.)
Wednesday, May 25th.
10 a. m. Street parade by Cadet
Battalion and Roswell's Light Battery
reviewed by Governor from Kilke- son hotel.
5:20 p. .m Graduating parade.
:30 p. m. Graduating exercises in
New Auditorium address to graduating class by Governor William J.
Mills.
Valedictory address by Cadet
Millet S. Clancy. Music by Institute
band.
Thursday, May 26th.
7:30 a. m. Company inspection.
Announcement of promotions and
Vacation
furlough
appointments.
granted. "Auld Lang Syne" by cadet
band.

Thomas W. Enos, for the past eight
years Industrial teacher at the United
States Indian School died of heart
failure at 5 o'clock Ihls morning at
tho school. He was 51 years of age.
Mr. Enos was a native of Illinois and
received his early education in the
schools of that state, lie was well
versed In the science of agriculture
and as a teacher at the Indian School
was decidedly successful.
He Is survived by a widow and one
son Ralph, and one daughter, who ar- WESLEYAN COLLEGE CLOSED
rived last night from Berkeley, Cal.,
ON ACCOUNT OF TYPHOID.
where she is a Junior in the university

there.

Macon, Ga., May 9. Wesleyan fe
The funeral will take place at 2:30
male college, was ordered closed probp. m. tomorrow from the Indian School
for the term, because two studand will be under Ihe auspices of the ably

Modern Woodmen of America to
which Mr. Enos belonged. Interment
will bo made In Falrvlew cemetery.
and Rising
Undertakers
Mulligan
liave charge of the funernl arrangements.
DR. WAGNER

PROPOSES

HOTEL FOR

PASS CITY.

Special to the New Mexican.
El Paso, Texas, May 5. Dr. .Mm
will address the Chamber of Commerce tomorrow and will make a definite proposition to build a magnificent tourist hotel for the Pass City.
MRS.

v

W.

DEAN HOWELLS
DEAD AT NEW YORK.

York. Mav 9. Mrs. Eleanor
Meade Howells, wife of William
Dean Howells, the author, died at her
home hero Saturday night nfler a
brief illness. She was married to Mr.
Howells in 1802. Besides her husband, a daughter and a sou survive.
G.

ents were III with tyiihold fever and
others showed signs of It, Many of
the 300 students probably will leave
for their homes today.

JL

A A

BELIEVE IT.

Well Known 8anta Fe People
Tell It so Plainly.

Whan ttulitlt nrtnrM.mrnt ts made
citizen of Santa
by a representative
Fe the proof is positive.
You must
hellnvA it. Head thin tRstlmonv. Ev
ory backache sufferer, every wan, wo
man or child witn any Kinney trim Die
will find profit In the reading,
Hllario Baca, Delgado Street, San
ta Fe, N. M., says: "About two and
a halt years ago I gave a public
t
telliiur of mv exnerience
with and oplnlou of Dean's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid ins ot
pains In my hack which had troubled
me off and on for months. When I
stooped or brought any strain on my
loins, I suffered severely ana mere
wern various other svmutoms which
convinced mo that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
noun's Kidnev Pills at Striullng Bur
store and they
rows k Co's. drug
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Donn's Kidney Pills and It
wa snot lonir before every symptom
The
of my trouble had disappeared.
fact that I have had no return nuaeu
warrants me In again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers, price tiu
Foster-Mllburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
OF
MOVEMENT
DEMING.
STOCK THROUGH
Demlng, N. M., May C Hon. H. R.

HEAVY

Pattenglll delivered his lecture "Gumption with a Big G," to a crowded audiThe
house.
ence In Clark's opera
Swastika club furnished the music for
the occasion, and the school children
gave several very pleasing drills. Mr.
v
Pattengill's lecture was euthusiastlc-allreceived, and everyone went away
feeling that the great cause of edu
cation has in Mr. Pattenglll a worthy
xponent. Yesterday morning, the
distinguished lecturer was taken on an
automobile ride Into the country nnd
visited the big wells In the vlcinlly
of Demlng aud saw the wonders which
Irrigation Is doing in the Mimbres
He and Superintendent Clark
valley.
were both greatly impressed with the
evident In the
material prosperity
farming sections around Demlng.
According to a statement made by
.1. S. Clark, freight agent of the Santa
Fe, there has been a very heavy movement of stock from and through Demlng during the last week. Four train
loads of slock went out last night over
Three hundred
he Santa Fe alone.
empty stock cars have gone to Silver
City to be loaded in the next few days.
Mr. Clark says that most of tne Mexi
can cattle have already been shipped,
and that the stock now shipped comes
from points in southern New Mexico
and Arizona. These cattle are being
shipped to feeding grounds In tue
Panhandle of Texas and to Oklahoma
and Kansas.
J. J. Jacobsoa who raised the bis
beau crop last year, having shipped
over eighty thousand pounds, Is installing two big Irrigation wells on
his ranch fifteen miles north of DemMr. Jacobson gets some water
lng.
for Irrigation from the overflow of
the Mimbres, and gets some from a
dam which impounds the flood waters,
but he feels that the most dependable
supply after all is to be found in the
pumping plant.
E. H. Bickford, of the Rio Mimbres
Irrigation Company, left this afternoon for Lake Valley.
a picnic
Al Watkins entertained
party at one of his ranches southwest
of Deming Monday and Tuesday of
this week. The following were members of the party: Mrs. Morris Nord
hans, Mrs. Dominick, of Kansas City.
Elizabeth
Miss
Mrs. Ray Walker,
Waddill.
A pain prescription Is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
If this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure.
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any
where get Instant relief from a Pink
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripllng-Bur-row& Co.
BABY HAS NARROW

ESCAPE FROM DEATH.
Playing Near Tracks of Santa
Struck By Engine's Pilot
Beam
She Will Live.
While playing near the tracks of the
Santa Fe today the twenty montlh old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fortlno Ortiz who live near the penitentiary, was
struck by tho pilot beam of the engine ot train No. 10 on Its way here
from Albuquerque.
The babe's head
Is said to have been bruised but It is
thought the child will live. It appears
lhat the engineer saw what looked
liked a bundle of clothing In the weeds
near the track and he could not Btop
his train when he saw It was a moving object. The news of tho accident
to tho child threw the mother Into
hysterics. The father uf the Injured
babe Is In Colorado.
When asked particulars of the acci
dent, Santa Fe officials stated that If
was an unavoidable accident as far
as the railroad was concerned and
that the child's Injuries are not
thought to be very dangerous, although quite pninful.
While

Fe

Is

DUIVES OUT
BLOOD. HUMORS

When we soe persons with soft, smooth skins we know at ones that their
blood is pure and healthy, that the cuticle Is belnir sufficiently and proporl- -'
nourished by the circulation. But when the blood becomes Infocted with any
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by eruptions, boils, pimplos, or some more
definitely marked skin disease such as Eczema, Acne, Tetter, etc. Humors got
Into the blood usually, because of a sluggish condition of those members whose
duty it Is to collect and carry off the waste and refuse matter of the system.
This unhoalthy matter, left in Ihe system, sours and ferments and is soon absorbed into the circulation, filling the blood with an irritating humor, Bomova
these humors and the skin disease can not exist, because its very cause is then
destroyed. Z. 8. S. cures all humors of the blood because it is the greatest of all
blood purifiers. It cleanses the blood of every particle of unhealthy matter,
enriches the circulation and causes it to supply healthful nourishment to all sk'n
tlssuos.
Then the skin becomes soft and clear. Local applications can not cur.
they can only sooths by temporarily reducing the in animation, but the caun
remains in the circulation and the eruption will be no nearer woll when tha
trentment is left off. The humors must be removed and nothing equals
S. 8. 8. for this purpose. Pure blood makes healthy skins snd 8. S. 8. makes
pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases free to all who write snd rmuest it,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.

rale or retail In any other than a sub rate of $12 per month from Deo. 30,
HIGHER LIQUOR LICENSES
have 1909. nnd $2 per month from Dec, 30
FOR THE TERRITORIES. stuHiiil building which shall
ccst for construction not less than 1909. additional for minor child; also
BUI That li Being Hung Up In the I;ve hundred dollars."
payment of widow's accrued pension.
Senate With the Hope That It
Report on the Bill.
Mr. Lorenzo D. Massey, Clovts, N.
Mr. Dillingham, from tho commit, M.,
Will Be Forgotten,
granted an Increase in pension at
foltee on terrltolres, submitted tho
the rate of $15 per mouth from Deo.
bill
text
the
of
the
The following is
ic wing report:
10, 1909.
which
now pending in the senate
(To accompany S. 6470.)
Mrs. Maria R. G. de Meres, Lacueva,
would greatly Increase liquor licenses
The committee on territories, to
M granted an original ponsion at
in the territories If it becomes law. whom was referred the bill (S. 0471?) N.
the rate of $8 per month from June
li ready to mall. It will be tent la any peraon Interested in
Tuesday evening. It was the seventh Every effort is being made, however, to amend an act
THURSDAY, MAY 5, 1910.
0,
approved February
on receipt of 7 cents to cover pottage.
2T, 1902, and $13
per month from
The
Tit Drive on Rio Grande The first day of the trial. District Attorney to keep it In committee until congress
1S09, entitled "An .act relating to afStark Year Book for 1910 represents an entirely new idea in
1908.
are
the
19,
being
stilting
ties
addressed
the
that
600,000
of
April
Jury,
Llewellyn
the
adjourns:
have
in
the
It
fairs
literature
given
territories,"
is
well 11
a work of nrt
nurserymen's
Ad- Federal Court at Roswell
floated down the Rio Grande through
A bill to amend an act approved
Mrs. Llbrando R. de Mnrtlncs, Taoa, catalogue of Stark Nursery product!. Within itt coven are 32
e
illustration! of
same careful consideration and report
White Bock canon from the Pueblo Mourns Federal court at Roswell has February 6, 1909, entitled "All Act
N. M., granted original pension at the fruits and flowers, representing 175 vaiietln, done in four colon, and exactly reproducing
followthe
to
with
Senate
back
it
the
and Santa Barbara livers, have rencn- adjourned until June 4, at which time relating to affairs in the Territories."
rate of $12 per month from Dec. 22, nature. 84 pages are devotedto descriptions, prices, and records.
amendments:
d Santo Domingo where they
and ing:
Stark Delicious, the apple that has revolutionized orchard planting and established a
the case of the United States against
Be it enacted by the Senate
word 1909; also accrued pension.
out
the
strike
3,
line
15,
Page
new standard of apple values (selling at $10.00 per bushel box this year); Stark King;
loaded on Santa Fe cars.
tho Black Water Land and Cattle House of Representatives of the UnitG. de Murllnoz, Rnn-die- s David, another
Paubllta
n
Mrs,
"Ave."
The
slaugh- Company will bo taken up. The re- ed States of America in Congress asapple of wondrous quality and merit: Stark Kine Philip, a hardv black
Thieves at Las Vegas
of Taos, N, M granted original grape of California grape quality, and dozens of the very best things in the horticultural
Page 3, line 10, strike out the word
ter house of JoJin A. Paiien near Las mainder of the docket has been con- sembled, That sections 404 and 4(i8 of
world
ire fully described, illustrated, and priced.
"hundred," and insert the words "one pension at rate of $12 per month from
of
Vegi'S, was robbed of the pelts
tinued until October 24. The case the act approved February 6, 1909, en thousand."
To anv one Diamine- one tree or mnnv. of fruits or ornamental, this hook is of
Feb.
3, 1910, also accrued pension.
meat
of
a
twenty-siin
quantity
sheep,
k
inestimable value a horticultural
a guide to proper selection.
against Mike Weil, the only one that titled "An Act relating to affairs
Mrs. Jacinta R. de Maldonado, Sanla
Page 3, line 22, strike out the words
and a rifle. James Little was bound it was proposed to try at this term, the Territories," be amended to read
Stark trees have stood the supreme test of actual planting for 85 yean they are the
"two hundred and fifty" and insert Fe, N. M granted accrued pension.
yard-atic- k
bv which all other nunery products are measured they are the first choice of
over to the grand jury at Las Vegas had to be continued because Ike Grou- - us follows:
this country s most successful orchardists,
The success of the orchard is dependent on
in J1.000 bond on the charge of horse
Sec. 464. That before any license the words "five hundred."
Mrs. Mary R, Moore, Yesso, N. M., the
sky, the principal witness for the gov
23
kind and quality of tree planted. Stark varieties are the best of the best. Our record
Page 3, strike out all of lines
stealing, and his companion William ernment, was unable to make the trip li gi anted, as provided In this act in
granted original pension at the rate of 85 yean of successful selling
is
a
the
to
positive
guarantee of tree quality.
to
24
and
Silver City
and down to
including
llogan, was taken
relation to Intoxicating liquor, it shall and
from Chicago.
of $12 per month from April 2, 1909.
Befort you dtdit to buy, lend J cent) for tht Start
answer a similar charge.
be shown to the satisfaction of said word "and" in line 23.
Made
After
Permanent
Injunction
Mrs. Jactuta R. de Maldonado, Santa
tear noon do it today tejor the idition is nhauttetU
Brakeman Robbed of $55 A Santa
Your committee recommended that
the arguments some days court that a majority of the white
Fe, N. M., granted restoration and reFe brakemau makes complaint that hearing
male and female citizens over the age the bill, thus amended, do pass.
In
Gauss
case
the
of
ago
Langenberg
Issue of pension of Jose Maldonado,
lie was robbed of $55 by the female
e
years within two miles
Hat Company vs. Department Store of twenty-on(deceased), payable to Jacinta R. de
Louiiiina, Miuouri
keeper of a boarding house at Las
of the place where intoxicating liquor DELEGATE ANDREWS KEEPS
of
of
Abbott
Raton,
Company
Judge
No arrests have been made.
. Vegas.
BUSY. Maldonadd, widow, granted at the rate
is to be manufactured, bartered, sold,
BUREAU
THE
in
the
the
attorneys
Albuquerque,
gave
25,
of
Feb.
1909,
month
from
Insurance
$15 per
Another Las Vegas Life
and exchanged, or bartered, Bold and
grees; No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande)
and ending Oct. 19, 1909, data cf APRIL WAS WARMER AND
Man Leave
Mourning Friends Ac- case time to file briefs. Last week the exchanged, have in good faith conHe Has Helped to Se- death.
Abbriefs
DRYER THAN USUAL. and No. 9 (Western) 53.7 degrees.
were
of
Pensions
and
submitted
List
Reece
to
Judge
Las
the
Optic,
Vegas
cording
sented to the manufacture,
barter,
cure for New Mexico Veterans
Precipitation,
White, a life insurance man, has dis bott renedered a decision sustaining snie, and exchange, or the barter, sale
Mr. Julio Mullet, McCartys, N. M
Since February.
The average precipitation for the
appeared from Las Vegas, much to the plaintiff's motion for Judgment ou and exchange of the same; and the
increase in pension it the General Summary of Climatic Condi
grunted
He left be the pleadings and making the in- burden snail be
Wie regret of his friends.
territory, determined from the records
tions During the Paat Month In
rate of $10 per month from Feb. 2
upon the applicant or
of 133 stations, was 0.61 Inch, or 0.10
$130, junction perpetual and the receiver
hind two checks aggregating
Mrs. Mary E. Abbott, Las Vegas, N. 1910.
the Territory of New Mexico.
applicants to show to the satisfaction
inch below the normal, and 0.32 inch
drawn on E. E. Johnson, who declares permanent. E. C. Crnmpton of Raton of said court that a majority of the M.. granted reissue of pension at the
Mr. John Murphy, Albuquerque. X.
is the receiver and his bond is fixed wuite male and female citizens of rate of 20 per month from March 24,
them forgeries.
greater than the precipitation ot
M
some
at
of
of
month
reissue
The
a
averaged
April
pension
granted
It
at
E. C. Burke Did the Lettering
$30,000.
April, 1909. The greatest local monthtwenty-on- e
years of age or more have 1910.
the
month
Feb.
normal
of
from
rate
the
above
$24
temperature
what
per
was Postmaster E. C. Burke, while as
Bills
Nineteen True
The territorial consented thereto, nnd no license
ly amount was 2.70 inches at Chacon
Mr. Carmen Abeytla, Old Albuquer- 21, 1910, special act.
, although there was but one period of and Harvey's Upper Ranch, and the
sistant attorney general of tilie Terri- grand jury at Roswell has returned shall be granted in the absence of
of
reissue
pension
N.
M.,
granted
Mr. Francis O. McCauley, Lo-d- spronounced warm weather. Nearly all least none at Hermanes and Pratt,
tory, whcdld the neat lettering under nineteen true bills and seven no bills. such evidence: Provided, That no li- que,
month from
the portrait gallery of the attorneys One no bill was in the matter of T. E. cense shall be granted for the manu- at the rate of $12 per
burg, N. M., garnted increase in pen of the territory enjoyed this excess lu while 8 additional stations had but a
1910.
12,
March
sion at the rate of $15 per month from temperature, a deficiency appearing trace of
general of the Territory in the offices Summers, who had been held in con facture, barter, sale or exchange of
The greatest
precipitation.
Mr. Jose Encarnacion Aragon, Wag- March
of Attorney Central Frank W. Clancy nection with the shooting of Thomas intoxicating liquors except-withionly in central Chaves, nodthwest San amount recorded In
11, 1910.
in
of
reissue
any 24 hours was
N.
M.,
Mound,
on
granted
western
southwest
in the eapitol.
Mora,
Cham- Miguel,
Mrs.
Rosario
Maria
Herbison at Plainview,
Maxam,
corporated towns, and such other
1.73
at Lake Alice on the 13th. Tho
at rate of $12 per month from
Old Soldier Dies Antonio Ortiz y
Mrs. Roymundo
Dead
towns, settlements or communities in pension
ita, N. M., granted original pension at Grant and southern Dona Ana coun average snowfall for the territory eras
Ronquillo
1910.
Pacheco died at the home of Sirs. Mrs. Roymundo
of $8 per month from May ties. The greatest excess occurred In 1.7 inches. Little snow
the
rate
died of which a duly appointed United States 14,
Ronquillo
occurred In tb,i
Archuleta, Halls 16,
Mr. Francisco
Charles E. Thayer on Cerrillos street
1907, and $12 per month from April the central Rio Grande valley, the central and southern
penumonia Wednesday at her home commissioner or deputy marshal shall
counties. The
M
of old aee, having passed his eighty-firs- t on Garcia street
granted an Increase in 19, 1908; also accrued pension.
San Juan valley and the Fort Bayard
unless Hie application for Peak, N.
23 years.
reside,
She
aged
warm
at
weather
the close of thu
at rate of $15 per month from
year. He was corporal In com-pa- n leaves a widower
Mr. Calaway M. Mathexny, N. M., district, exceeding four degrees a dny month caused
two children. such license shall be approved in pension
and
rapid melting of the late
D,
Fourth regiment, New Mexi- The funeral
13. 1910.
and Fort Bayard and touch-iiif- e snow
took place this morning writing by the United Stales commis- February
N. granted an Increase In pension at the at Socorro
and rather high water in Ihe
can volunteer infantry and In comPolvadera,
Alderete,
Mr.
Silveste
Dtilce.
at
or
a
sioner
the
United
States marshal
four degrees day
from the Cathedral. Interment was
rate of $15 per month from March 10,
streams of the northern districts. In
panies C and E. First regiment, New in Rosario
or deputy marshal residing nearest to M., granted original pension at the 1910.
Two periods of low temperature oc the Rio Grande the flood tide reached
cemetery.
Mexico volunteer cavalry.
The fun$0 per month from April 6,
of
rate
the
within
which
the
premises
appliMesilla Valley Ranch Sold The H.
Mrs. Nancy Jane Newlan, Clovls, N. curred; the Hist, from the 3rd to the the southern
19119. and $12 per
eral took place at 7 o'clock this mornboundary at the close of
W. Nichols ranch north of Las Cruces cant for such license proposes to car-r-v 1905, to Oct, 29,
M., granted original pension
at the 6th, and the second, from the 13th to the month, fully 30 days In advance of
ing from Guadalupe church and inon such business, except t!iat the month from Oct. 30, 1909.
rate of $12 per month from Jan. 3, tho lfith, the latter probably proving the usual season. At the diversion
terment was in the National cemetery. has been sold to I. C. Rubey of El respective district
Mr. Eugene Bourassa, Fort Bayard, 1910.
judges may, in
the coldest day of the month, for the dam Fort Seidell, 9,000 second feet
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising had Paso. The sale price was $17,600. their
N. M., granted original pension at the
to
licenses
the
discretion,
grant
Mr. Jose Ramos Pena, Cuba, N. M., territory as a whole.
The
Nichols
Severe and dam- were reported passing over on the
ranch is one of the fine
charge of the funeral arrangements.
$12 per month from March 2,
of
rate
of
established
road
keepers
regularly
at
alfalfa
ranches
Increase in pension
of the valley and the
the aging frosts occurred generally on 30th of the month. The average numgranted
FRIDAY, MAY 6, 191?.
d
on
houses
the
post roads 1910.
rate of $15 per month from Oct. 4, the 4th, 5th and 16th, the latter prov- ber of days with 0.01 inch or more
Suicide at Silver City Mrs. Louisa new owner will make a number of Im or
Mr. Pablo Bargas, Los Lunas, N. M 1909.
post trails in the district: Provld
ing especially severe because of (he precipitation
for the territory was
Prada committed suicide at Silver provements on the ranch.
the
ed further. That when it is made to ap granted reissue of pension
at
Mr. Francisco Perea, Albuquerque, advanced stage of fruit trees, early three.
Murder Case Goea to Jury The
The average precipitation for
26,
City by shooting. Deceased was forty case of David
a
March
from
that
pear
month
of
white
said
of $24 per
majority
rate
Guardarama
to
went
X.
continued
at
Frost
M.,
the
alfalfa.
granted original pension
the districts was as folows: No. 7,
gardens and
years of age and leaves a widower, but the
male and female citizens over the 1910.
rate of $20 per month from Jan. 2S, almost dally until the 21st In the 1.03 inches; No. 8, 0.54 inch and No.
jury at Las Cruces. The counsel
no children.
age of twenty-on- e
years of any one
Mr. John A. DeBinlon, Silver City, 1910.
for
the
defense
the
entire
occupied
northern
although
districts,
9, 0.51 inch.
higher
Jiave consented to the manufac N. M., granted original pension at the
Wedding at Las Vegas Miss Mar-jori- e day in
arguing the case and assistant place
Mr. Phillip H. Poe, Fort Bayard, N. little damage resulted after the 16th.
Hume and Benjamin Sirickfa-deCHARLES E. LINNEY,
district attorney Mark B. Thompson ture, uarier, sale, and exchange, or rate of $10 per month from Jan. 17, M
the
In
at
A
increase
occurred
warm
few
during
granted
pension
days
were married at Las Vegas yesthe barter, and exchange, of intoxl 1910.
Section Director.
the
began
for
the
closing
argument
the
from
of
the
Feb.
rate
month
but
$30
first
second
decades,
per
and
eating liquor, no further proof of the
terday by Rev. J. S. Moore of the territory at last
Mrs. Maggie Brown, Chetopa, Kan., 25 1910.
Atsession.
night's
the
came
in
of
month
warm
the
consent
Protestant Episcopal dhurch.
of the citizens of the place
period
GERONIMO'S BAND NOT
original pension at the rate of
torney Bonham for the defence made where
Mr. Jose Higinio Padllla, Wagon third decade, the temperature raising
such intoxicating liquor is to granted month from Feb. 25, 1909; also
Died of Ptomaine
Poisoning Ran the closing for his client
WANTED IN NEW MEXICO.
$12 per
M granted increase in pen- steadily
N.
maxi
to
Mound,
the
20th
the
from
nineteen
uld
be
and
the
manufactured, bartered, sold,
year
dolph Page,
Divorce Suit Filed Victor Rollins
accrued pension.
or
sion
rate
the
28th
at
of
month
from
the
$20
on
27th,
month
mum
the
will
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Page of Buchaof
per
be
for
twelve
required
The meeting of the Board of Trade
Mr. Roman Blea, Sania Fe, N. M., Feb. 23, 1910.
filed suit for divorce at Al- exchanged,
29th.
months thereafter."
nan, died of ptomaine poisoning caus- yesterday
last evening was largely attended and
e
an Increase of pension at the
Mr. Dolphus Reed, Hermosia, N. M.,
"Sec. 468. That the Iiquo"r licenses granted
ed by eating a partially decayed or- buquerque against his wife, Kather-inmost
month
the
of
rato of $20 per month from Feb. 15, granted increase In pension at the rate The precipitation
interesting.
Rollins, charging that she de- - authorized and
ange.
provided for by this 1910.
ly occurred during the first half of the
serted him and since refused to live act shall be of three
In the absence of the president,
$15 per month from March 15, 1910.
o'
3rd
classes, namely,
the
Taken III With Ptomaine Poisoning with him. He asserts
of
the
from
month,
evening
that she has wholesale, barroom, and retail liquor Mr. Alfred J. Bolger, Fort Bayard,
Hon. B. M. Read presided, and Frank
Mrs. Julia E. Robinson, Tucumcari, to the
Conductor
A
16th.
number
of
Justin Council of Las placed In
the
morning
Owen acted as secretary in the abwriting her refusal to re store. Every applicant for a license N. M., granted an Increase of pension granted restoration of pension at the of
thunderstorms were reported, and
Vegas, was taken seriously ill with turn to him. The
couple were mar shall deposit the amount of the license at the rate of $17 per mouth from Feb. tale of $12 per month Jrora Jan. 4,
sence of Dr. J. A. Rolls.
resembled
showers
In
ptomaine poisoning yesterday as he ried in Denver and
the
ways
many
formerly resided fee with the clerk of the court at the 21, 1910.
1909.
In response to the Invitation of the
was about to start on his run with
the well known summer showers, be
in Sandoval county.
Mrs. Catherine G. Bell, Mineral Hill,
time of filing his application therefor;
Mr. Ralph R. Riggs, Fort Bayard, N.
the California flyer from La Junta,
local in character, nearby points Albuquerque Commercial Club, Mr.
ing
the
at
N. M., granted original pension
Fined
for
a
if
Bet
consideration
of
such
Six
M.,
at
and
cool
upon
in
increase
the differing widely In the amount receiv- Cooper was elected delegate to the
Receiving
Colorado.
ap
pension
rate of $12 per month from Feb. 24, rate granted
of $24 per month from Feb. 19, ed. The northeast counties received meeting to be held relative to the waTomas Armijo Charged With Theft headed American Jurymen have found plication by the court, as provided for 1910.
1910.
Tomas Armijo was arrested at Las Johnny Prultt, an EI Paso bartender, in this act, the court shall determine
the greatest average amount, but ters of the Rio Grande.
Mr. Felicitas P. de Benabides, Taos,
of receiving a bet on a Juarez to grant the license prayed for, it shall
Mr. Jose Albino Suazo, Taos, N. M
Mr. E. C. Burke, Rev. F. W. Pratt
these
show the largest deficiency, beVegas charged with the theft of hides, guilty
at
the
N. M., granted original pension
granted Increase in pension at the cause of the large normal fall there and Mr. H. A. Cooper were elected to
meat and a rifle from the slaughter race, and therein lies further proof notify the clerk of the court and the
16,
from
month
$12 per
August
rate of $15 per month from March 10,
in
house of John A. Papen. The hides that gambling In El Paso has firm. applicant in writing, and the applicant rate of
membership. - Hon. R. L. Baca and
during April. The greatest excess
1909.
1910.
and meat were found on Armijo's strong and unswerving public disap shall thereupon receive this license.
occurred In the central Mr. Otero were tellers. Postmaster
precipitation
A.
"That
the
fee
wholesale
a
Mrs.
Julia
license
for
Bendle, Albuquerque,
Mrs. Dolores Lucero de Salaz, Cuba, Rio Grande valley, In McKinley and Burke made a very Interesting statepremises,
proval. Affer one and a half hours, shall be two thousand dollars
per N. M., granted original pension at the N, M., granted Increase in pension at
the six rendered their verdict before
northern Colfax counties. Southern ment regarding the automobile routo
Child Scalded With Grease Esther,
one
26,
for
from
a
barroom
June
month
annum;
$12
of
license,
rate
per
Eylar. The bartender was fined
the rate of $12 per month from April counties were the dryest, as a rule, to Taos. He believed that with proper
the four year old daughter of Mr. and Judge
thousand
dollars
and
for
invalled.
also
annum;
accrued
per
1909;
$30 on the second count in the com13. 1910.
but In these certain localities receiv- effort It could be established.
Mrs. J. H. Robinson at Silver City,
a retail liquor store license, one
Mr. Charles Beisenger, Silver City,
Mr. Antonio Maria Sanchez, Sebolla, ed
was badly burned about the head and plaint, that of receiving a bet.
good Bhowers.
Messrs, Owen and Davles were ap
thousand dollars per annum: Provid- N. M., granted an increase In pension
N. M., granted reissue of pension at
Funeral of G. W. Gould The funThe month was much less windy pointed as a committee to
chest by burning grease by the bursted, That the fee for a retail license at the rate of $20 per month from the
$12 per month from April than usual,
eral
of
rate
of
W.
were
George
Gould,
Maine
winds
the
a
Into
of
which
although high
in obtaining a successful result.
for road houses on regular post roads Nov. 8. 1909.
glass vessel
grease
ing
contractor and former police official or
7, 1910.
common on the 3rd, 4th, 13th, 14th
was being poured.
trails where tlie population within
Mr. Juan Cordova, Las Vegas, N. M.,
Judge Morrison brought up the sub
Mrs.
Pruencla
Pacheca
who
de
Sanchez,
suicide
committed
while
direction
21st.
The
and
despondtwo
prevailing
miles of the place where the
Killed By Cave-I- n
at Albuquerqu- ean increase in pension at the Sapello, N. M.,
ject ot the proposed changes In tho
granted
ent
III health, took place at 4
penfrom
west.
for
granted
original
was
month
from
the
the
n
be
to
not
business
conducted doe3
is
Jose Candelarlo was killed by a cave-IBen Hur room in the Palace, which he
month from Feb. 5, sion at rate of $12
this afternoon from the par- exceed fifty people, or for a steam- rate of $15 per
per month from Sunshine was somewhat deficient, due called Santa Fe's most valuable asat the sewer construction at Al- o'clock
1910.
20. 1909.
lors of the Wagner undertaking estab- boat or steamer
May
to
inthe
and
on
cloudy
many
the
cloudy
partly
was
extricated after
operating
A committee
buquerque. He
set,
consisting of
Mr. Roque Candeiaria, Manzano, N.
Mr, Pediro Sandoval, Watrous, N. days during the first half of the month.
No further
information land rivers of Alaska during the seaten minutes of hard digging. Cande lishment.
Messrs. Owen, Morrison, Davles and
M., granted restoration and Increase M
granted increase in pension at the For the territory as a whole the aver
larlo was dead before the ambulance about the man or his career was re- son of open navigation, shall be five of
Gormley was appointed to wait on
pension at the rate of $10 per rate of $15 per month from Feb. 3,
ceived today and it is not thought that hundred dollars per annum: Providwith him reached the hospital,
age number of clear days was 17, the governor and the archaeological
from June 3, 1904, and, ending 1910.
month
he
was
a man of any means, or was re- ed further, That said steamboat or
the case and reviewing the testimony.
partly cloudy 9 and cloudy 4,
allowcommission and endeavor to prevent
Mr. Jos. W. Swann, Capitan, N. M.,
to the famous Gould family. steamer shall not be authorized to March 11, 1907, by reason of
Temperature.
May Extend El Paso & Southwest lated
any further changes In this room.
ance
$15 per month under the act
at
at
a
The
reissue
rate
of
Interment was in Fairview ceme- sell intoxicating liquor while in port
granted
pension
The mean temperature for the ter
ern A special meeting of the stock
of Feb. 6, 1907.
Dr. J. A. Rolls reported good suc
24
of
1910.
$24
month
from
Feb.
or
tery.
per
dock: Provided, liowever, That
holders of the El Paso & Southwest
ritory, determined from the records of cess in the '
Mrs. Maria Paula Jaramlllo de
Mr. Henry F. Sanford, Hachita, N. 72 stations
planting of ornamental
the words "towns," "camps," or "seta mean altitude of
Bowman'. Bank
ern Railroad Company has been call
having
Reorganized A
M
N.
granted original M granted reissue of pension at the about 6,000
used in this act shall
was 53.4 degrees, or street trees.
feet,
ed to meet at Bisbee, Ariz., on June 1, majority of the 37 stockholders, who tlements," as to
month
at
rate
of
the
$12 per
bo
rate of $24 per month from Feb. 21, 1.5 degrees above the normal, and 2.0
embrace the popula- pension
Congressman Stephens' attempt to
at 11 o'clock. The purpose of the have subscribed for stock of the Bow- tion construed
within a radius of two miles of from Jan. 20, 1910; also accrued pen- 1910.
degrees above the mean temperature bring back to New Mexico, Geronlmo's
proposed man's Bank and Trust Company, of the
meeting is to consider
sion.
Mr. Juan Antonio Sanchez, Velarde,
place wherein the business is to
1909. The highest
local band, was discussed very vigorously,
amendments' to the articles of Incor- Las Cruces, met In the Lohman buildMr. Richard E. Doughty, Rodeo, N. N, M., reissue at the rate of $15 per of April,
be conducted under the license.
monthly mean was 64.8 degrees at and a committee consisting of Messrs.
at
poration of the Southwestern authoriz- ing and the following directors were
in
an
M.,
Increase
pension
granted
"That a retail or barroom license
month from March 4, 1910.
Newman, southwest Otero county, Morrison, Prince and Gormley was apHarry D. Bowman. W. W.
ing the construction of extensions to elected:
Mr. DeWItt C. Taylor, Lake Valley,
shall be
for every hotel, tav- the rate of $15 per month from Feb.
closely followed by 64.4 degrees at pointed to oppose such action.
that road to Phoenix, Ariz., and pro- Cox, V. B. May, R. E. McBride and ern, boat,required
1910.
4,
or
N.
in
other place
M., granted reissue of pension at
barroom,
tem
After an interesting discussion ot
The new organizviding for the maintenance and opera- Charles E. Miller.
Mr. John J. Dimond, Fort Bayard, the rate of $15 per month from Feb. 1, Carlsbad. The highest recorded
ation will absorb Bowman's bank and which intoxicating liquors are sold at N.
perature was 97 degrees at Carlsbad various local topics on motion of Prof.
tion of such extension.
an Increase In pension 1910.
retail.
M.,
granted
on the 29th. The lowest local month J. A, Wood the meeting adjourned.
an effort Is being made by the new
That a wholesale license shall only at the rate of $30 per month from
Hunting Down Fugitives Deputy
Mr, Albert Thomas, Fort Bayard, N.
ly mean was 35.8 degres at Hopewell,
Sheriff Enrique Sena, of Las Vegas, bank and trust company to begin bus- authorize the licensee to sell distilled, Feb. 19, 1910.
the
at
M., granted
original
pension
was one de
He will assist in the iness on June 1.' Bowman's bank has malt, or fermented liquors, wines, and
Mr. Robert L. Floyd, Pinos Altos, N. rale of $17 per month from Nov. 6, and the lowest recorded
is at Glorleta.
gree above zero at Fort Union on the FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
hunt for the two convicts who escaped enjoyed 26 years of confidence and cordials in quantities not less than M., granted an increase of pension at 1909,
10th. The greatest local range in tem- MRS, WfNSLT.OW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
from the penitentiary gang of work- prosperity and the new organization four gallons, not to be drunk upon the the rate of $12 per month from March
Mr. John W. Vandenbarek, Radeo,
Hum been used for ovm- fifty veui-by
was effected in order to give the bank
perature was 78 degrees at Ft. Union, MILLIONS
of MOTllKItS
for their
where sold; and no license 20, 1910.
men of La Bajada hill.
promises
at
in
N.
Increase
M.,
pension
granted
a wider field of operation.
66 at Fort Bayard, while UHir.llKKN WHII.H TBKTHINO.
and
with
the
lesat
N.
Is
Mall
snail
a
be
satisfacuntil
It
Postto
Taos
Road
For
Mr. Andrew J. Galloway, Corona,
granted
PMHKKOT SU(IHK8H. It HOOTHK8 tli
the rate of $20 per month from March the
His Wife Be torily shown that the place where It
Navajo Divorces
greatest dally range In tempera- - (IHH.I), HOFTKNH the OUMH, ALLAYS
master E. C. Burke Is working hard
M., granted an Increase in pension at 28, 191.
cause his wife threw a brick at him Is, intended to
ature was 66 degrees at Logan on the nl PAIN; OURKS WINIl OIILIl) and In
carry on .sudh business the rate of $15 per month from April
for the establishment of an automobile so
Mr. Simon Vigil, Santa Fe, N. M.,
best remedy for liIARROKA. Hold by
5th. The average temperature for the tie
forcibly that bad It landed, he Is properly arranged for selling such 7. 1910.
DriiKKistH In every pftrt or the world. H
route from Santa Fe to Taos, which
granted increase in pension at the districts
auk for Mrs.Wlnslow's Hoothln
would have made a quick trio to the liquor as merchandise.
was as follows: No. 7 mire nod uud
M.Mr. Edwin D. Howell, Carlsbad, N. rate of $20
would make unnecessary half a dozen
take 110 lot her kind. Sto
per month from Feb. 4, (Canadian and Northwest)
52.8 de bottle'
"That a retail liquor store license M.,
at
in
star routes costing the government happy hunting grounds, Hastin Yoshi,
an
Increase
pension
1910.
granted
a
Navajo silversmith, who resides in a shall only authorize the licensee to tho rate of $20 per month from March
$3,000 a year.
Mr, Burke will preMr. Geo. W. Wells, Gallup, N. M
sent the matter to the Board of Trade hogan north of Alvarado hotel, at Al- - sHl distilled, malt, or fermented liq 30, 1910.
increase of pension at the rate
granted
in
and
cordials
uers,
wines,
divorced his
quantities
Mr. John R. Haynes, Bard City, N. of $20 per month from Feb. 3, 1910.
at Its next meeting, Tuesday evening, buquesque yesterday
wife, according to the approved In- rol exceeding three gallons; the said M.,
at the Mr. William H. Williams, Aztec, N.
May 10.
granted
original
pension
dian form and took unto himself an liquors to be In glass bottles of a rate of $12
Brakeman
Hurt on Santa
per month from Feb. 15, M granted Increase In pension at the
The marriaea cere capacity of not less than one pint, and 1910.
A Santa Fe brakeman named other squaw.
rate of $20 per month from March 25,
sold under this class of
any
was
monial
liquors
at
performed
Wie
yesterday
Mr. John Hughes, Albuquerque, N. 1910.
Carpenter, was brought to
hospital
licenses
are
not
on the
to
be
drunk
the
It
and
Harvey
at
took
village
at Albuquerque yesterday Buffering
M
up
Mr. John S. Nelson, Mineral Hill, 1
granted an Increase in pension
from concussion of (he brain. He had most of the day. It ended last night premises; and no license shall be (he rate of $15 per month from March N, M.,
granted increase In pension at
been standing on top of a train and with a feast to which all the Indians granted until It is satisfactorily shown 7, 1910.
the rate of $15 per month from Feb.
in the village were invited, except the ftat the place where It is Intended to
was struck by bridge rafters.
N.
Alex
Mr.
Johnston, Fort Bayard,
19, 1910.
cany on such business is properly arDeath of Old Tinier George Schal-ble- , divorced squaw.
M., granted an increase in pension at.
Mrs. Florence Ward, Albuquerque,
Chief Justice Pope Holding Court at ranged for selling such liquor as
for eighteen years a resident of
the rato of $21 per month from Feb. N. M., granted original pension at the
Silver City, died of cerebral hemor- Carrizozo Chief Justice
1910.
Pope has
23,
rato of $12 per month from April 3,
'That every place where distilled,
rhage in the Ladles' Hoslptal at Sil- conveney court at Carrizozo. The malt, or fermented wines, liquors, or
Mr. Wm. Kcllohcr, Fort Bayard, N. 1909; also $2 additional for each of
at two minor
ver City. He was 48 years of age and grand and petit Juries were organized cc rdlals are sold in
nn
in
M.,
Increase
pension
granted
children; also accrued inquantities as prea native of Indiana. He was an Elk, and w. J. Tipton, of Corona, was scribed for retail dealers
to date of husband's
in section the rate of $30 per month from Feb. valid
pension
made
foreman of the grand Jury. Court
and had been engaged in minig in the
death.
hundred and forty-fou- r
of 19, 1910.
will
as
adjourn Friday
Judge Pope will the revised statutes of the United
Mr. Felipe Ledoux Las Vegas, N.
Mogollon section for many years.
Mrs. Maria Dolores Wallac, WatRun Oven by Switch Engine D. L. return to Roswell, Saturday, where he States, to be drunk upon the premises M granted" an increase in pension at rous, N. M., granted original pension
will
hold
an
adjourned session. It Is shall be regarded as a barroom; and the rate of $12 per month from Feb. at the rate of $12 per month from Feb,
Moore, who was run over by a switch
engine, died in a hospital at Albuquer- probable that Judge Mechem, of Socor- the possession of malt, distilled, fer- 12, 1910.
7, 1909; also accrued pension.
Our list of used Automobiles is tho most complete evor offored in the
at
will
ambe
Carrizozo Monday to pre- mented, or any other Intoxicating liqro,
Mr. Jose Ignaclo Lovato, Coyote, N.
Mr. Harvey F. WilllamB,
que during the operation for the
Demlng,
West, All machines offered by im are thoroughly overhauled and put
side
for
the
at
term.
had
of
balance
M
the
been
which
an increase in pension
, granted
N. M., granted original pension at the
uors, witlh the means and appliances
putation of his limbs,
in tho voiy best working condition. Write fur latest printed list of
crushed, The body of the deceased Judge Cooloy is still sick at his home for carrying on the business of dispen- the rate of $15 per month from March rate of $12 per month from Jan. 29,
prices nnd description of cam. WRITE
1910.
will be taken to his old home in Sher- in Alamogordo, and it is not likely sing the same to be drunk where sold, 1, 191.0.
that he will be able to be at Carrizozo shall be prima facie evidence of a Mr. John A. Miller, Alamogordo, N.
man, Tex., for Interment.
THE AUTOMOBILE AUCTION & COMMISSION CO.
Murder Trial at Las Cruces The during this term. Louis Hill, of Ala- barroom within the meaning of this M., granted an increase in pension at
Putting Up Business Block Miguel
closing testimony In the trial at Las mogordo, was appointed Interpreter act, and the license therefor shall be the rato of $15 per month from March A, Chaves, has broken ground for a
three store room business block on
Cruces of David Guadarama, charged for the court and William Brady, of known as a barroom license: Provid- 18, 1910.
GLENARM ST. DENVER, COLO.
Mr. Illlarlo Marques, Anton Chlco, west San Francisco street adjoining
with the murder of Ignaclo Pena on Lincoln, was appointed Interpreter for ed, That no license shall be granted
f ;r the sale of liquors at elUher whole- - N. M., granted original pension
the property of Leo Hcrsclh,
the night of March 6, was introduced the grand jury.
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